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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

The contracting out of traditional government services is a popular
form of privatization that is growing at a remarkable pace in cities and
counties throughout the United States. The total dollar amount of local
government contracts has more than tripled since 1972. Most studies
project this rate of increase to continue through at least the year 2000.

When a government contracts out an activity it retains its funding
responsibility but hires a private firm to perform or deliver the service.
Traditionally, contracting out has involved such routine commercial ac-
tivities as garbage collection, data processing, janitorial services, and
park maintenance. But recent surveys indicate that local jurisdictions are
increasingly turning to the private sector to perform a much wider range
of activities, including fire fighting, ambulance service, air traffic control
operations, jail and other correctional responsibilities and even the city
management function itself. The newest trend of all on the public policy
frontier involves the contracting out of human services: day care, public
health centers, drug rehabilitation, and legal services for the poor.

Local governments contract out for two principal reasons. The over-
riding motivation for contracting out is to cut the cost of providing gov-
ernment services. Numerous studies have established that by
contracting out cities and counties typically have slashed the cost of
municipal services between 20 percent and 50 percent. The second
motivation for turning to the private sector to deliver government ser-
vices is to employ specialized skills and resources that may be unavail-
able within the government. This is particularly important in the deliv-
ery of human services where the best professional work force may be in
the private sector and where private nonprofit organizations have in
many cases already developed the capacity to deliver newly
government-funded services.

The largest current impediment to contracting out is the concern
that as private firms begin to perform government functions, public sec-
tor workers will lose their jobs or will suffer reduced wage rates. Public
employee unions have vehemently resisted local contracting out initia-
tives. In many cases their oppositionthrough such methods as lobby-
ing campaigns and L iitshas succeeded in blocking proposals to
move city services int., ,he private sector. Several studies have found that
contracting out is least common in cities and regions where public em-
ployee unions are the strongest. The implication of this successful union
opposition to contracting out is clear: until government officials adopt



an employee treatment strategy that eases the fears and concerns of the
public sector workforce, opportunities for contracting out will be con-
strained. This is especially true on the federal level, where over one-half
million positions have been identified as candidates for contracting out,
but where there has been almost no progress in moving these functions
into the private sector over the last decade.

This study examines from three directions the issue of contracting
out and its effect on government employees. First, we extensively re-
viewed the literature on contracting out and report research findings on
the issue of employment effects of contracting out. Next, we interviewed
officials from seventeen cities and counties to determine their experi-
ences with contracting out, the employee treatment strategies they have
developed, and the success of those policies. Finally, we make policy
recommendations for government officials who wish to promote con-
tracting out while minimizing the impact on public workers.

Findings from The Privatization Literature
We examined the literature on contracting out with respect to seven

employment-related policy questions:
1) What percentage of workers lose their jobs as a result of contracting
out?

2) How much public assistance do government workers displaced as a
result of contracting out receive?
3) Do private contractors pay lower wages than government agencies
for the same types of work?
4) How do fringe benefits offered by private contractors compare with
benefits offered by local governments?
5) Do private contractors use labor more efficiently than the public
sector?

6) What effect does contracting out have on minorities and women?
7) What is the overall employment effect of contracting out when tak-
ing into consideration the job opportunities created in the private
sector?

Our findings, in brief, for each of these issues were as follows:
1) On average, only about 5 percent to 10 percent of public employees
affected by government contracting out are laid off as a result of this
alternative delivery approach. Unfortunately, there is little data available
as to the subsequent labor market experience of workers laid off by the
government due to contracting out.
2) Public assistance payments paid to laid off public workers have been
very low in the pastamounting to only 0.5 percent of the savings gen-
erated from contracting out, according to one study.
3) Private contractors generally pay lower wages than do the govern-
ment agencies they replace. This wage disparity, however, varies widely
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among services. For some services, wages of private contractor workers
were about half the wages of the government workers. How,wer, for
other services the private sector pay levels exceeded the levels within
the government.
4) The largest difference between the government and the private con-
tractor is in the level of fringe benefits provided. The government usu-
ally provides much more generous fringe benefits than do contractors,
with the biggest disparity being in retirement benefits.
5) Increasing labor productivity is one of the primary ways that private
sector contractors reduce their costs below those of in-house govern-
ment providers. For instance, private firms contracting with the govern-
ment generally make greater use of incentive pay systems, enjoy greater
flexibility in hiring and firing workers, are more dependent upon part-
time workers, have lower rates of absenteeism, and hire more multi-
skilled workers.
6) Contracting out is not inherently harmful to minorities or women.
Although blacks are more likely to be employed by the government than
whites, the evidence indicates that contractors hire minorities in about
the same percentage that the government hires minorities. Overall em-
ployment opportunities for minorities are therefore not reduced by pri-
vatization. Blacks are harmed by contracting out only to the extent that
the total compensation package is higher within government than
within the private sector. Contracting out does not affect women dispro-
portionately, because the vast majority of females in the government
workforce are in white collar jobs, whereas the vast majority of govern-
ment positions contracted out are blue collar jobs.
7) Economic theory predicts that reducing the cost of government ser-
vices through contracting out will create at least as many direct and in-
direct employment opportunities in the private sector as will be elimi-
nated in the public sector. Only one study has examined scientifically
the secondary job market effects of contracting out. It found that, over-
all, about an equal number of jobs were created by contracting out as
were lost, though the jobs generated might be located in different occu-
pations and different regions of the country than the local public sector
jobs terminated.

We believe that more research on the impact of contracting out on
employment opportunities is sorely needed in two areas. First, there
needs to be a longitudina study of the typical employment experience
of former public employees one year, two years, and as many as five
years after their positions are contracted out. The glaring weakness of
the current literature is that most stLdies only examine the employment
consequences of contracting out immediately -fter the conversion to
private contract occurs. This ignores the vitally important long term job
impact. Second, a more detailed study needs to be performed of the
secondary employment implications of contracting out to determine
more definitively whether the workforce as a whole suffers or benefits
from this form of privatization.

3
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Employment Policies of Cities and Counties
We interviewed public officials involved in the contracting out pro-

cess from seventeen U.S. cities and counties to determine the extent to
which contracting out adversely impacted government workers. We also
sought to discover what types of employment policies these cities
adopted to minimize public employee union opposition to competitive
contracting. This was not a random selection of jurisdictions; rather, we
selected those cities and counties with either very large or unique con-
tracting out programs. Our examination yielded the following conclu-
sions.

1) Government workers were almost always initially hostiie to new con-
tracting out initiatives. Whether this hostility would ultimately block the
government effort to contract out the service in question often de-
pended upon the job protection guarantees afforded to the affected
work force.
2) Very few workers were laid off as a result of contracting out. In only
two of seventeen jurisdictions did the government lay off workers with-
out assuring them some alternative job opportunity. In most cases the
government agency Other transferred affected workers to other govern-
rnent jobs, or required the contractor to hire the government workers.
3) Most cities have not established formal contracting out employment
policies but rather resolve the employment questions on an ad hoc
basis.

4) Cities that had adopted accommodating employment policies for
government workers in the past tended to con' -ont the least amount of
resistance in their contracting out efforts. These also tended to be the
cities with the most active contracting out programs. This confirmed our
belief that formulating a contracting out policy that addresses the fears
of the government workforce is a vital element to a successful program.
5) Most cities contract out for new and expanding services. The benefit
of contracting out these activities is that no existing government employ-
ees are affected by the contract.
6) Reducing the government workforce through attritionas opposed to
lay-offs----is a common contracting out employment policy of these c:t-
ies. However, for cities with very aggressive contracting out programs, a
policy of reducing the government workforce through attrition may de-
lay program savings and impede further contracting out efforts as af-
fected workers are transferred to other government jobs that are also
candidates for contracting out. This is currently a vexing problem for Los
Angeles County, California whose contracting out program is so exten-
sive the attrition rate is too slow to bring about real reductions in oper-
ating budgets.
7) In contrast to the research findings that we reported from the litera-
ture, wages of contractors in these seventeen cities were, on average,
higher than, or equal to, the wages paid by the in-house government
agency. Fringe benefits, on the other hand were generally lower in the
private sector, confirming the earlier finding from our survey of the liter-
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ature. Less generous fringe benefits were thought to be an important
source of cost savings by the officials we interviewed.
8) Worker productivity, where measurable, tended to be higher for pri-
vate contractor workers than for government workers. This higher pro-
ductivity was also considered by these government officials to be a
source of cost savings.
9) Government workers who took jobs with contractors rarely stayed
with the contractor for more than two years. In many cases the workers
shifted back into the public sector workforce after their short stint in the
private sector.
10) In cases where the government agency openly competed with the
private vendor for government contracts, public sector productivity im-
proved and union resistance to contracting out tended to decline
slightly. Allowing the government to compete side-by-side against the
contractor was a standard policy of two pioneering cities in contracting
out: Phoenix, Arizona and Newark, New Jersey.

Section V of this report presents a range of policy recommendations
for developing contracting out employment policies. These recommen-
dations are based upon our observations of successful policies adopted
by the cities and counties contained in our survey.

Our foremost recommendation is that cities and counties avoid lay-
ing off workers as a result of contracting out. Worker lay-offs almost al-
ways generate intense hostility toward the concept of privatization and
close off avenues for future contracting out. In short, laying off workers
is bad politics and bad public relations. Reducing the workforce through
attrition or requiring government contractors to offer affected govern-
ment workers the right of first refusal to the jobs they have available are
more prudent strategies.

5



SECTION

Privatization Efforts in the Nation's
Cities and Counties: A Brief Overview

II Over the last ten years U.S. cities and counties
have grown increasingly reliant on the private sec-
tor to deliver goods and services traditionally pro-
vided directly by government. This phenomenon
has become popularly known as "privatization."

In the broadest sense, privatization refers to the
attainment of any public policy goal through the
particinAtion of the private sector. For instance,
gove, ...:nt voucher programs in such areas as
housing, education, and health care are an in-
creasingly popular form of privatization. Under the
voucher concept, recipients of a government ser-
vice are permitted to "shop around" in the private
sector to find a provider of the service rather than
having to deal exclusively with a monopoly gov-
ernment service deliverer.

Another method of privatization is asset divesti-
ture, where the public sector sells an asset, such as
government land holdings, to the private sector to
generate revenue andlor to spur private sector de-
velopment, This is the most common form of pri-
vatization in foreign countries. In Great Britain, for
example, over $30 billion worth of government
assets have been sold to the private sector. In the
United States this form of privatization is still unu-
sual, though one notable recent case of govern-
men, asset divestiture was the sale of the federally
owned railroad, Conrail, for $1.9 billion through a
public stock offering in 1987. In addition, over $4
billion worth of federal loans are scheduled to be
sold to private investment banks in 1987.

Another form of privatization is private owner-
ship and operation of facilities that provide public
services. A prominent example of this type of pri-
vatization is the private ownership of municipal
wastewater treatment plants, which clean and treat
sewage before it is dumped into streams and riv-
ers. The private owners charge the city a fixed fee
for the service they provide. Privately constructed,
owned, and operated transit facilities, though in
the infancy stage, are also becoming more com-
mon in small and medium-sized U.S. cities. A

survey of over 1,010 U.S. cities by Touche Ross
(1987) found that about 30 percent had privatized
facilities in the last five wars. The principal advan-
tage of this privatization approach is that it frees
up government funds for other expenditure
requirements:

At the state and local level, however, by far the
most widely-used form of privatization is contract-
ing out, Touche Ross (1987) found that 99 percent
of U.S. cities contract out at least some services.
When a public agency contracts out a government
activity, it retains its funding responsibihty, but
hires a private vendor to perform the service. The
private provider is normally a for-profit company
when the service contracted is a routine commer-
cial activity, such as vehicle towing or garbage
collection. If the activity is a human service, such
as day care, then the private provider in most cases
is a not-for-profit vendor. Typically, contracts are
awarded through a competitive bidding process,
which allows the local government to obtain the
service at the lowest possible cost.

Contracting out appears to be the one form of
privatization where employment-related issues are
a major concern to the government workforce and
public officials. For example, the 1987 Touche
Ross survey asked local administrators: "What are
the impediments to privatization in your govern-
ment?" The percent of respondents listing "Union
or Employee Resistance" for the three most com-
mon forms of privatization was as follows:

Percent of Public Managers Listing Employee
Resistance as an ImpPdiment to Privatization

Contracting Services Out 47%

Privatizing Facilities 15%

Asset Sales 16%

The authors of the Touche Ross report inter-
preted tHs finding of low levels of employee oppo-
sition to asset sales and privatization of facilities by
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noting: "Fewer employees are involved in these
kinds of privatization than in contracting services
out, or perhaps employees have more assurance
that they can keep their jobs when these kinds of
privatization are undertaken."

For whatever reason, the contracting out option
is clearly the form of privatization with the most
direct and controversial impact on employment,
and thus it will serve as the focus of this report.

Trends in State and Local
Contracting Out

III Both the number and size of municipal govern-
ment contracts with private and not-for-profit fin
have mushroond in recent years. Between 1972
and 1982, for instance, the total dollar amount of
local government contract awards with private
firms about tripled from $22 billion to $65 bil-
lion.' And every indication is that this number has
continued to rise since 1982.

The list of services that cities are opening up to
private sector competition is continually lengthen-
ing. The municipal con:racting out revolution now
involves such wide-ranging services as data pro-
cessing, fire fighting, golf course operations, local
air traffic control, and even the city management
function itself. Table 1 shows the percentage of
cities that were contracting out a wide range of
services in 1987. The annual rate of growth in con-
tracting out over the last ten years has been esti-
mated to be as high as 16 percent (Savas, 1987).

The prospects for future local privatization ef-
forts also appear quite promising. Toucne Ross's
survey of city officials tound that "nearly 80 per-
cent of the respondents believe privatization will
represent a primary tool to provide local govern-
ment services and facilities in the next decade."

An area where the outlook for privatization ap-
pears particularly bright is in private ownership of
public service facilities. Ted David, privatization
director for Touche Ross and Company, one of the
nation's largest accounting firms, calculates that by
the year 2000 government contracts with the pri-
vate sector may exceed $3 trillion in the area of
infrastructure improvement alone (Tapscott, 1986).
Although the financial health of most U.S. munici-
palities has improved markedly during the 1980s,
cities almost certainly will not be capable of rais-
ing the tens of billions of dollars of capital that

will be needed for the rehabilitation of such facili-
ties as transit systems, wastewater treatment plants,
hospitals, roads, bridges, and airports. Creative
financing techniques available through privatiza-
tion are therefore expected to become an increas-
ingly attractive option.

TABLE 1
Cities and Counties Contracting Out Selected
Municipal Services 1987

Percentage of
All Cities/Counties

Service Contracting Each Service

Corrections 7%
Crime Patrol 7%
Data Processing 31%
Hospitals 16%
Legal Services 36%
Payroll 36%
Recreational Facilities 19%
Refuse Collection 59%
Solid Waste Disposal 59%
Street Repair 29%
Traffic Signal Maintenance 32%
Transit Services 17%
Utility Billing 11%

Vehicle Maintenance 21%
Vehicle Towing 45%

Source: Touche Ross & Co., "Privatization in America: An
Opinion Survey of City and County Governments on Their Use
of Privatization and Their Infrastructure Needs:' 1987.

Contracting Out Social Services
The contracting out phenomenon has been

spreading in recent years to the delivery of social
services. Day care, hospitalization, drug treatment
and prevention programs, and legal aid for the
poor, are the types of human services that are just
beginning to be delivered by private rather than
government entities. For example, public services
are now commonly provided by churches, neigh-
borhood associations, and other voluntary com-
munity groups, which are more capable than

'1982 is the most recent year for which we could find reliable estimates of the dollaramount of city and county contracts with
private firms.
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government welfare agencies of targeting service
benefits to those most in need. In 1983, over $1
billion in local public services were provided by
such voluntary nonprofit groups.

Contracting out social services is most common
in the state of California. Ralph M. Kramer and
Paul Terrell, of the University of California at
Berkeley, surveyed 57 welfare agencies in the San
Francisco Bay Area in 1984 and found that over 70
percent cc -,,ct out at least one social service.
The authors szm narized their findings in this way:
"Contracting today is far more than an anomaly on
the periphery cf the welfare state; it is a core fea-
ture of ground-level social welfare administration
in many service areas. . . . 'n short, the mingling
of public and private funds and functions pervades
the welfare state."

Contracting of human services is becoming in-
creasingly prevalent on the state level. This is be-
cause the states are the primary source of funding
for welfare and health services, such as Medicaid.

Why Local Governments
Contract Out
The primary motivation for contracting out

government services is to save money. In the previ-

TABLE

ously cited survey of cities by Touche Ross (1987)
74 percent of local officials listed cost savings as a
major advantage of contracting services. And 80
percent of the respondents indicated that contract-
ing out had cut the taxpayers' cost of government
services by at ;east 10 percent.

It is no accident that the rapid adoption of con-
tracting out as an acceptable gcvemment manage-
ment technique coincided with a period of
unparalleled financial strain for America's urban
areas. During the late 1970s and early 1980s, sev-
eral factors combined to cause a deterioration in
the fiscal conditions of cities: taxpayer revolts,
such as California's Proposition 13, which de-
pleted local governments of tax revenues; reduc-
tions in federal aid payments; and two deep
economic recessions. These combined forces led
to a heightened demand for services coinciding
with unexpectedly slow growth in government
revenues in most jurisdictions. Teal (1984) found
that cities suffering the largest reductions in state
and federal aid were the most prone to turn to
competitive contracting.

The cost-cutting potential from contracting out
city services has been well-documented. At least a
dozen studies have discovered that competitive
contracting cuts the cost to the government by an
average of 20to30 percent, with the extent of cost

Cost Savings From Contracting Out City Services

Author of Study

Stevens

Stevens
Stevens

Stew .;

Stevens

Stevens

Stevens

Stevens

Savas

Teal

Hanke
Morlok and Moseley
Whitman
Ahlbrandt

Service Type Savings from Contracting

Asphalt Overlay Construction
Janitorial
Payroll
Refuse Collection
Street Cleaning
Street Tree Maintenance
Traffic Signal Maintenance
Turf Maintenance
Solid Waste
Mass Transit Services

Wastewater Treatment Operations
Bus Service
Street Maintenance
Fire Fighting Services

96%
73%

no savings
28-42%

43%
37%
56%
40%
37%

35-50%
20-50%
20-25%

16%

47%
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savings depending upon the type of service.'
The most comprehensive study to compare the

cost of "in-house" city service provision with the
cost of contracting out was conducted by Stevens
(1984) for the U.S. Department of Housing and
Urban Development. Stevens compared the costs
of eight services in ten cities that had a competi-
tive contracting arrangement versus ten cities that
depended exclusively on the "in-house" municipal
agency to perform the service. All of the cities in
the study were located in Los Angeles County,
California. The percentage cost savings found by
Stevens as well as similar cost studies examining
other services are summarized in Table 2.

These cost savings for contracted services proba-
bly underestimate the economic advantage of con-
tracting out. They do not take into account, for
instance, that private firms pay a variety of taxes
and user charges that the tax-exempt government
agency does not. These taxes collected from pri-
vate firms make funds available for expanded ser-
vices elsewhere. Morlok and Moseley (1986) have
calculated that if the public agency were to com-
pete on an equal accounting basis with the private
contractor by being required to make such pay-
ments as income taxes, property taxes, and excise
taxes, the government's cost of providing transit
services would be aoout 9 percent higher than the
agency's stated costs.

Even in the area of social serviceswhich unlike
routine commercial municipal services, are not
primarily contracted out to cut costs, but rather to
improve the co and reliability of service
provisionimpressive budget savings have been
recorded. Schultz, Green ley, and Petersen (1984),
for instance, found private production to have re-
duced city expenses for hospital care and mental
health services.

The budgetary savings from contracting out on
the city and county level have been generally du-
plicated by the federal governmeht Though politi-
cal factors have inhibited widespread federal
reliance on private firms to deliver most of the
over 11,000 commercial functions performed by
the federal government, the limited number of
contracts that have been awarded have generated
large cost reductions. An exhaustive study by the
Defense Department (1984) reviewed 235 service

contracts awarded betw?en 1980 and 1982. It
found that contracting out trimmed service costs
by an average of 30 percent. The dollar savings
from the Pentagon's contracting out initiatives rose
to over $500 million in 1985 alone. The General
Accounting Office, the Congressional Budget Of-
fice, and the President's 1982 Grace Commission
have unanimously concluded that a more wide-
spread federal contracting out program could re-
duce federal costs by as much as $4 billion a war.

There are additional advantages to contracting
out aside from its budgetary impact. City adminis-
trators frequently cite the following benefits 110111
contracting out:

Contracting out may give the city manager
access to specialized skills and worker expertise
often unavailable within the government
workforce.

Contracting out accelerates adoption of new
technologies and capital equipment that may not
yet have been introduced within the government.

Contracting out may allow the private sector
to take advantage of economies of scale in provid-
ing e service to more than one city.

Contracting out can generate greater flexibility
in service provision by bypassing normal govern-
ment bureaucratic regulation and red tape, such as
in the hiring and firing of workers.

Contracting our can serve as a yardstick to
measure government "in-house" costs with those
in the private sector.

Contracting out, particularly in the area of
human service delivery, leads to greater effective-
ness in assuring that program benefits reach pro-
gram recipients, because neighborhood-based
providers are often better equipped to identify and
locate needy citizens.

Table 3 shows the results of a survey of over
1,000 city administrators who were asked to list
the advantages of privatization.

Factors That Inhibit Service
Contracting
The reluctance of city officials to contract out

for service delivery often arises from two concerns:
1) switching to private providers diminishes public
control over the government activity, leading to

'Some of the best studies that have estimated the rost savings from contracung out include: Anlbrandt (1973), Bennett. and Johnson
(1980), Clarkson, et al. (1987), Crain and Zardkoohi (1978), Hanke (1982), Hirsch (1973), Kemper and Quigley (1976), Los Angeles
County Economy and Efficiency Commission (1987), Lowery (1982), Morlok and Moseley (1982), Sayas (1977), Stevens (1978),
Stevens (1984), Teal (1984), Touche Ross (1987), Whitman (1984).
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TABLE

Advantages of Contracting Out Municipal
Services

Percent of Respondents
Who Listed These Advantages

Cost Savings
Higher Quality Service
Provides Services Not Otherwise
Sharing of Risk
Shorter Implementation Time
Solves Labor Problems
Solves Local Political Problems
No Advantages
Source: Touche Ross (1987).!!"

74%
33%

Available 32%
34%
30%
50%
21%

3%

poorer service quality or corruption; and 2) com-
petitive contracting may threaten the government
workforce with job loss or reduced wages.

Most researchers agree that when a city con-
tracts out a service it sacrifices a degree of direct
control over the activity in order to benefit from
the lower budgetary costs associated with going
private. The city must, therefore, weigh these two
competing factors in deciding whether to put a
service out for bid.

The issue of whether contracting out will dimin-
ish the quality of service the public receives is of
paramount importance to local public officials. A
review by the American Federation of State,
County and Municipal Employees (AFSCME) of
the cities' contracting out experiences concluded
that "private contractors . . . cut corners by hir-
ing inexperienced, transient personnel at low
wages, by ignoring contract requirements, or by
providing inadequate supervision." An AFSCME
(1984) monograph entitled "Passing the Bucks,"
documents dozens of cases of contractor fraud and
service quality problems. These numerous exam-
ples indicate that many cities have been negligent
in taking precautions to insure that they have se-
lected honest and competent vendors.

Although there have certainly been numerous
cases of contracts leading to inferior quality ser-
vice, the one scientific study that we were able to
find that examined the subject has concluded that
such instances are the exception rather than the
rule. The nation-wide study of municipal contract-
ing by Stevens (1984) found no reduction in ser-

vice quality in cities that contracted out. In fact, it
concluded that "for many of the services, the indi-
viduals with the lowest costs of service delivery
also achieved among the highest levels of quality."

The only other available evidence comes from
surveys of public officials. The California Tax Foun-
dation (1981) surveyed 87 California local govern-
ment officials involved in contracting out. Over
twice as many of the respondents (36) indicated
that service quality had improved than complained
that the city suffered poorer service (16). A survey
by Burgin, Ellerman, and Morlok (1985) of officials
from eleven transit agencies that contract out bus
service found no reduction in service quality by
privat-7ing.

Cities can ease the problems associated with the
sacrifice of public control from contracting out by
including explicit performance criteria written into
the service contracts they issue. Cities and coun-
ties that rely heavily on the private sector to de-
liver government goods and services have
developed sophisticated techniques for protecting
themselves against fraud or unsatisfactory service
performance. For instance, Phoenix, Arizonaone
of the pioneers in service contractingwrites into
its service contracts very specific performance cri-
teria that the contractor is obligated to meet, as
well as provisions for regularly monitoring the
contract. Scottsdale, Arizona, which contracts out
approximately 40 percent of its municipal ser-
vices, draws up contracts that contain rigid per-
formance specifications and a thirty day cancel-
lation clause for unsatisfactory service quality.

As contracting out becomes a more routine man-
agement practice and through normal exchange of
information among cities, the likelihood is that
these successful preventative approaches will be-
come more universally adopted.

The Importance of the Employment
Issue
By far the most contentious issue associated

with contracting out is its imp.ict on public sector
workers. The public employe .? unionswho fear
job loss and pressures for reduced wages from
cornpetitive contractingare now vehemently
opposed to the practice.

The evidence seems to indicate that the reluc-
tance of many cities to contract out is cliiectly at-
tributable to the objections of the government
workforce. Not surprisingly, service contracting is
rarest in large cities of the highly-unionizcd North-
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east region of the country, while privatization is
flourishing in the West where unions wield less
political influence. There is some evidence that
the more power the public employee union holds
in a city, the less likely it is that the city contracts
out for service delivery. For instance, in a study on
the determinants of local hospital privatization,
Ferris and Graddy (1986) examined a nationwide
sample of 185 cities and found that "the degree to
which public employees are unionized has a nega-
tive and significant effect on the likelihood of con-
tracting out."

Public employee unions are a singularly formid-
able political constituency, which few elected offi-
dals wish to antagJnize. For one thing, they vote
far more frequentiy than does the average citizen
(Bennett and Orzechowski, 1983; Bush and Den-
zau, 1977. ) In addition, as Bennett and DiLorenzo
(1983) have emphasized: "If an elected official is
in disfavor with bureaucrats, his political career
can be indirectly threatened. Politicians rely on
civil servants to provide services for
constituents."

The strength of public employee unions is grow-
ing vis-a-vis other union groups, which has shifted
political influence in the direction of government
workers. Between 1973 and 1983 membership of
unions representing private sector employees
dwindled. The United Steel Workers, the United
Mine Workers, and the United Auto Workers each
lost over 32 percent of their members. In contrast,
membership in the American Federation of State,
County, and Municipal Employees (AFSCME) grew
by 380,000 members, a 66 percent rate of growth.
Bernardo (1986) found that in 1960 only one in
twenty union members was a government worker;
in 1986 one in three was.'

On several occasions the public employee un-
ions have used this increased political influence to
block state and local privatization initiatives. One
common tactic that the unions have employed is
to file a lawsuit against the government agency

attempting to contract out. In 1986, for instance,
the Washington Post reported:

Employees of the National Weather Service,
concerned about losing their jobs, are challeng-
ing a proposal to turn over part of the weather
satellite system to private industry.
The National Weather Service Employees
Organization filed suit Dec. 17 in U.S. District
Court, seeking an injunction to halt the pro-
posal to have a private contractor operate the
ground control portions of the system.
The only way a private company could operate
the facility more cheaply than the government
would be to bring in lower-paid workers or cut
the pay of the people currently on the job, the
weather service employees charged.
A similar incident occurred in San Diego

County in 1982. County officials attempts to con-
tract out a juvenile delinquency facility were
squashed by the county's probation and correction
officers' union. The union took the county to court
and won by citing an old county bylaw that pro-
hibited private companies from running public
facilities.

Even in cases where the union's complaints are
eventually invalidated by the courts, injunctions
often prevent contracts from being implemented
because the private firm loses interest. In another
case, New Orleans, Louisiana the employee union
waged a public relations campaign against a pro-
posal to contract out the city's emergency medical
services. City officials backed off, and no contract
was ever issued.

One of the clear implications of such cases is
that city officials must develop methods of mollify-
ing or neutralizing public employee opposition to
contracting out if they want to rely more heavily
on the private sector for the delivery of goods and
services. Philip Fixier, Director of the California-
based Local Government Center, an organization
that monitors trends in privatization and provides
consulting services on privatization for cities, has

'The Touche Ross (1987) study found a definite regional imbalance in cities' rate of adoption of privatization. It found that "Gov-
ernments in the West appear to be undertaking the largest [privatization projects), and those in the North Central states the
smallest."
In addition, according to analysis by the Public Service Research Council (1982), "National surveys show contracting-out virtually
non-existant in cities where public unions have clout."

*These statistics are particularly important because one might pre.-,e that a politician faces countervailing forces in determining
whether to support contracting out. On the one hand, the public employee union loses; on the other, the size and strength of the
private sector unions escalate, to the extent that the workforce of private contractors is unionized. However, the increased relative
strength of the public employee unions has slightly tipped the scales in favor of appeasing public employee groups.
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emphasized the importance ot ovecoming the
resistance to privatization of the government
workforce by warning: "Unless employee-
treatment strategies are accorded the highest prior-
ity in the privatization process, the growing trend
toward privatization may be stymied by increas-
ingly organized and vehement opposition from
those most affected by privatization: public em-
ployees and their unions." Several cities have be-
gun to adopt innovative employee treatment
policies, several of which will be outlined in
Section IV.

Overview of the Scope of the Study
II The remainder of this study is divided into four
areas all related to the issue of how privatization
affects employment. Section II contains an assess-
ment of the overall quality of the existing literature
on the employment effects of contracting out.

Section III identifies sevc...n employment-related
issues associated with contracting out and reports
the research findings from the available literature
in each of these areas.

Section IV presents the findings of our interviews
with county and city administrators from jurisdic-
tions that have relied heavily on contracting out in
the past. The purpose of these interviews was to
coiled whatever employment data might be avail-
able from governments that have privatized ser-
vices and to interpret them as best as possible. A
second purpose of the interviews was to determine
what employment policies cities and counties have
developed to ease the concerns of the public
workforce that might serve as a model for other
government units.

Section V contains tentative policy recommen-
dations and a wide range of potential
employment-treatment strategies for government
officHs who may be confronted with public em-
ployees hostile to contracting out.

Section VI is a summary of our conclusions.
Section \it provides a comprehensive bibliogra-

phy of privatization and employment studies.

Identifying Seven Employment Issues
Related to Contracting Out
Based upon our survey of the lite.-ature, we

identified seven employment issues that are most
often raised as consequences of privatization.
These employment issuas are:

is there a net job toss from contracting out
government activities?

What is the subsequent labor market experi-
ence of government workers whose jobs are con-
tracted out to private firms? And what public
assistance benefits do they receive?

Are the cost advantages of contracting out due
primarily to lower wages paid by the private con-
tractors as compared with wages in the public
sector?

How do workers' fringe benefitssuch as
health care insurance coverage, pension benefits,
workers' compensationoffered by private con-
tractors compare with the benefit levels offered to
government employees?

How does the government contractor's use of
labor differ from that of the government agency?

Does contracting out adversely affect women
and minorities?

How many new jobs are created in the private
sector through reduced taxes and/or in the public
sector through increased service levels made possi-
ble from the cost savings resulting from contract-
ing out?

Several of the employment studies presented in
the following section do not specifically address
th ..! privatization issue but render conclusions that
are indirectly applicable to employment questions
concerning contrading out. The approach adopted
in the following section is to present as wide a
view of the available research as possible. Aside
from addressing the merits of each employment
issue, a secondary purpose of this section is to
identify what issues have already been substan-
tively covered in the literature and to suggest
where further research is most needed.
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SECTION

Assessing the Strengths and Weaknesses
of the Literature on the Employment
Implications of Contracting Out

The following section summarizes the litera-
ture on the subject of the employment conse-
quences of privatization. We spent a total of five
weeks reviewing the literature on privatization in
the United States. Though this search was primar-
ily directed toward studies on the employment
effects of privatization, we also examined studies
that examine related issues, such as the extent of
privatization, cost savings from privatization, and
other advantages and pitfalls of privatization.

An enormous amount of material has been pub-
lished on privatization over the last five wars, both
in the academic and general literature. This report
contains an extensive bibliography in the appen-
dix. Other comprehensive bibliographies on pri-
vatization are included in Chi (1987), Gordon
(1984), Fix ler (1986), and Rogan, Solomon, and
Winslow (1987).

Almost all of the literature identifies the employ-
ment issue as one of the most controversial aspects
of contracting out services. Yet very few of the
studies investigate the employment question scien-
tifically. Hence, we were frustrated in our efforts to
discover much reliable data. We were only able to
identify about eight studies that deal specifically
with some aspect of the employment question.
This paucity of research on the subject is surpris-
ing given the wide range of complex issues related
to the issue of privatization and employment (See
the preceding section, for a mapping out of the
issues, for instance).

Our survey of the literature included the follow-
ing steps:

1) We scanned the bibliographies of most major
books and articles on the subject of privatization
for any studies that might touch on the employ-
ment issue.

PA o

2) We contacted over twenty of the leading writ-
ers and researchers on privatization and asked
them to identify any studies on the employment
consequences of privatization.

3) We contacted government agencies, includ-
ing the U.S. Department of Housing and Urban
Development, the U.S. Office of Personnel Man-
agement, the U.S. General Accounting Office, and
the Congressional Research Service, to find out if
these agencies had commissioned any studies on
the subject.

4) We spoke with members of the research de-
partments of several public employee unions, in-
cluding the American Federation of State, County
and Municipal Employees (AFSCME), to learn of
any studies they had done themselves, or were
familiar with on the subject. All of the unions that
we contacted were cooperative, with the exception
of AFSCME. We were able to obtain most of
AFSCME's research from other sources, however.

5) We contacted several research organizations,
such as the Local Government Center of the Rea-
son Foundation and the Heritage Foundation, that
specialize on the issue of privatization, and ob-
tained material and advice from them.

The research that we present in the following
section includes statistical studies, case studies,
and results of surveys with public officials. We
restricted the scope of the search to studies of the
domestic U.S. experience with privatization. But
we examined studies of all levels of government:
federal, state nd local.' In some cases where there
has not been study addressing the precise issue,
we present tht: findings of studies that bear indi-
rectly on the subject. For instance, because there
are so few studies comparing contractor salaries
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with government salaries, we were forced as a sec- After each section we have made an
ond best alternative to compare government versus assessment of where there is need for further
private sector salaries. research.

'Some readers might object that at various stages of this study we discuss "local contracting out,' which combines both city and
county experiences. This might blur differences between the two levels of govemment. But there is a theoretical justification for
this_ Gordon (1984) found from surveys of city and county officials that the two levels of government contract out almost identical
services. Gordon obtained a Pearson's correlation coefficient between county arid city contracting of .989. He concludes: "It
makes as much sense to speak in terms of local overnment contracting as it does to speak separately in terms of county and
municipal contracting. Counties and municipalities contract out for essentially the same services at essentially the same levels of
government."
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SECTION

Review of The Literature on The
Employment Impact of Contracting
Out Government Services

Issue 1. Estimating the Job
Displacement Effect From
Contracting Out

When a service is transferred from the public
sector to the private sector, the jobs of public em-
ployees who performed that service may be jeop-
ardized. This section will attempt to determine the
subsequent job experience of public workers af-
fected by service contracts. In particular we will try
to estimate the percentage of affected workers who
suffer job displacement from contracting out.

The issue is a tricky one. Most studies have only
examined what happens to government workers
affected by contracting out immediately after the
contract is issued. Hence, if a worker is laid off by
the government agency, it is presumed that he be-
comes unemployed. But there is very little infor-
mation as to how long he is unemployed, which is
the relevant policy issue. Similarly, in cases where
a government worker takes a job with a contractor,
almost none of the research has investigated
whether these workers stay with the contractor, or
whether they are subsequently laid off and be-
come unemployed. In sum, a general shortcoming
of all the research on the issue c job displacement
is that it is almost universally short term in nature.

Given this constraint, for the purposes of this
study, we will define job displacement as any situ-
ation where a government employee is laid off
from the public agency and does not have a pri-
vate sector job at the time that the study is
conducted.

The most reliable studies estimating the job dis-
placement effect from contracting out have fo-
cused primarily on the federal rather than the state
and local experience. However, we feel that the
findings from the federal experience can be gener-
alized to the state and local experience to a cer-

.1

tain extent for three reasons. First, on balance, the
same types of commercial services are contracted
out el the federal level as on the local and state
level. The one exception to this is that the states
are much more heavily involved in contracting
human services than is Washington. Second, the
skill and pay levels of federal workers, on average,
are comparable to those of the state and local gov-
ernment workforces. Third, the federal government
contracting policy in regard to employee treatment
is similar in several respects to the policies of
lower levels of government that are involved in
contracting out.

The U.S. Department of Defense (DOD) has
been heavily involved in contracting out services
for over ten years. The single most comprehensive
study of job displacement resulting from contract-
ing out was conducted by DOD (1984). The Penta-
gon reviewed all 235 service contracts it awarded
between October 1, 1980 and October 1, 1982.
These contracts saved the Pentagon approximated
$250 million. The jobs of 9,650 federal workers
were affected. The job status of these federal em-
ployees in 1984 was found to be as follows:

9,035 workers, or 94 percent of the total,
were either placed in other government jobs or
retired voluntarily.

615 workers, or 6 percent, were involuntarily
displaced from government service.

About half of these 615 displaced workers, or
3 percent of the total affected workforce, were
hired by the private contractors.

Slightly over 3 percent, or 300 workers, were
displaced by the government contracts.

The Department of Defense (1985) conducted a
follow-up study examining 131 service contracts it
awarded to private firms during fiscal year 1984.
This second study yielded nearly identical results.
The main finding was that only 5 percent of the
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TABLE 4
Department of Defense Contracting: Fiscal Year 1984/Summary of Impact on Affected
Employees

Affected Employees
Employees Separated From Government Employment
Employees Accepting Jobs With Winning Contractors
Percent of Employees Displaced

ARMY NAVY AIR FORCE TOTAL

1,140 1,425 695 3,327
282 119 401

193 46 0 239
8% 5% 0% 5%

impacted federal employees lost their jobs. Table 4
presents the results broken down for the Army,
Navy and Air Force.

A final study of Pentagon contracting was con-
ducted by the U.S. General Accounting Office
(GAO) (1985a), which has published several exten-
sive reviews of contracting out at the Department
of Defense (DOC)). The GAO examined 20 com-
mercial functions that were converted to contract
between 1978 and 1981. The study surveyed 2,035
affected federal employees. This included not only
employees directly affected, but also 421 workers
whose jobs were indirectly affected by the shifting
of federal employees into other jobs. Five percent
of the affected workers were displaced. The results
are shown in Table 5.

T A B 5

Job Displacement from Defense Department
Contracts

Job Status

Obtained Other
Government Position 1,881 74%

Retired 298 12%

Went to Work for Contractor 171 7%
Resigned 53 2%

Involuntarily Separated 129 5%
Other 3 0%

TOTA L 2,535

Number Percent

This study may overestimate the percentage of
workers who became unemployed. It did not in-
vestigate how many of those who were "involun-
tarily separated" were able to find another job in
the private sector. It is reasonable to assume that
many did.
18

The 'ederal domestic agencies have had a much
more limited experience with contracting out ser-
vices. Generally, the domestic agencies have had a
poorer success rate than the DOD of protecting
the jobs of government workers affected by con-
tracts. The results vary markedly across agencies.

An agency-wide analysis of federal contracting
out was conducted by the U.S. Office of Manage-
ment and Budget (1986). This study reviewed the
contracting out experience between fiscal year
1982 and fiscal year 1985 in ten domestic federal
agencies to determine the number of employees
who subsequently lost their jobs. The OMB's con-
clusions for each agency were as follows:

Five of the agencies (the Treasury Department,
the Environmental Protection Agency, the
Department of Health and Human Services,
the Agency for International Development,
and the Department of Transportation) had
limited contracting out programs, but were
able to place all affected employees in an-
other government position, or in a job with
the private contractor.
The Army Corps of Engineers had contracts
affecting 300 workers; only 6 (or 2 percent)
were involuntarily separated.
The General Services Administration, which
has had the largest contracting out program
outside the Department of Defense, issued
contracts affecting 771 workers, of whom 109,
or 14 percent, were involuntarily separated.
Commerce Department issued contracts af-
fecting 211 employees; of these, 46 (21 per-
cent) were involuntarily separated.
The Interior Department had the poorest
placement record; of 267 employees ad-
versely affected by service contracts, 107 (40
percent) were displaced.

It is again worth emphasizing that just because a
federal worker was involuntarily separated does
not necessarily mean that he was rendered unem-
ployed. No information is available about the sub-.



sequent labor force experience of those workers
who were involuntarily separated.

An overall assessment of the federal contracting
out efforts yields the conclusion that, except for
agencies with very limited contracting out pro-
grams, few workers have become unemployed
because of service contracting. On average, only
about one in twenty of all affected workers was
displaced by federal contracts with the private sec-
tor. Even with these low rates of displacement, and
even incorporating the costs of retraining and the
costs associated with transferring workers to other
government positions, these contracts generated
cost savings in the 20 percent to 30 percent range.

A major reason that the federal government has
had such a high rate of success in preventing job
displacement is that the official federal policy
statement on contracting out, "OMB Circular A-
767 requires that certain accommodations be
made for affected workers. In particular, the policy
directive requires that "the contractor will give
federal employees, displaced as a result of conver-
sion to contract performance, the right of first re-
fusal for employment opening.; on the contract for
positions for which they are qualified."

The federal government ;- s also established a
comprehensive network ot programs and services
available to federal employees affected by contract-
ing out, which also explains the low displacement
levels it has achieved. According to the Office of
Management and Budget (1986) these policies
include:

Giving priority consideration to affected work-
ers for positions within the agency.
Freezing the filling of vacant agency positions
whenever a reduction in force due to con-
tracting is imminent.
Enrolling affected employees in OPM retrain-

TABLE 6

ing programs, the Interagency Placement As-
sistance Program, and/or the Displaced
Employees Program.
Granting administrative leave and other assis-
tance for the job search efforts of affected
workers.
Offering job search training for affected
workers.
Working with contractors to match job qualifi-
cations of affected workers with contractor's
job vacancies.

On the local level, no systematic multi-city study
has investigated the magnitude of the employment
displacement effect of contracting out. More re-
search is needed in this area. In Section IV we
present several case studies that provide job dis-
placement data for individual contracts in individ-
ual cities.

The case of Los Angeles County deserves special
mention here, however, because of the immense
size of its contracting out program (645 contracts
since 1980) and because it has published detailed
data on what has happened to the county's af-
fected workers. Los Angeles County contracts out
more services than any other county in the coun-
try; these contracts now produce $133 million in
cost savings each year. The County's Economy and
Efficiency Commission (1987) found that only 3
percent of the affected workers lost their jobs. The
data is compiled in Table 6.

The only research that we were able to find that
addresses the issue of job displacement across
cities was a survey of 87 California local public
officials by the California Tax Foundation (1981).
The survey found that displacement of employees
did not constitute a major problem. Only 11 per-
cent of the officials listed "Displacement of Em-
ployees" as a disadvantage of contracting out.

Summary of Job Displacement Resulting from Los Angeles County
Contracting, 1982-1986

Classification

Employees Placed With County
Employees Who Left County Service Voluntarily
Employees Placed With Contractor
Employees Laid Off

Total Affected Employees

Number Percent of Affected Workers

1061 80%
96 7%

128 10%
36 3%

1320
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As mentioned earlier, there is very little research
on the length of time that government workers
who are laid off due to contracting out remain
unemployed. Some evidence comes from the Los
Angeles County Commission on Economy and
Efficiency (1987), which reported that in 1987 two-
thirds of the workers laid off by contracts issued
between 1982 and 1986 were working again for
the county.

Slightly greater insight into the issue was sup-
plied by the U.S. General Accounting Office
(1985). In early 1985 the GAO interviewed 94
workers who had been laid off due to the federal
government contracting out their functions in
1983. Of these 94 workers, 62 (or 66 perce0
were working at the time of the interview, and 11
(or 12 percent) had retired voluntarily. Thus, two
years after the contract had been issued, only 22
percent of the workers laid off because of contract-
ing out were unemployed.

The General Accounting Office (1985) study also
examined the flipside of this issue by interviewing
130 former government employees who went to
work for the contractors to determine how many
had retained employment with the private com-
pany. Two years after the workers had joined the
private contractor, only 4 had been involuntarily
separated and were without work. The results of
the survey are summarized in Table 7.

TABLE 7

Employment Status Two Years Later of
Federal Workers Who Went to Work
For Contractors

i:'mployment Status Number Percent

Currently with Contractor 74 57%
No Longer with Contractor:

Obtained Federal Job 37 28%
Involuntarily Separated 4 3%
Resigned/Reti red 7 5%
Obtained Better Job 3 2%
Other 5 4%
Total 56 43%

Total Respondents 130

To summarize the research on job displacement
effects of contracting, the following conclusions
can be made:
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1) The federal experience with contracting out
indicates that the job displacement effect is very
lowwith only about one-in-twenty affected work-
ers becoming unemployed due to the transfer of
the service to the private sector.

2) No multi-city research has been conducted to
provide a reliable estimate of the job displacement
effect of local contracting out. There is considera-
ble room for additional research in this area.

3) Los Angeles County, which has initiated over
600 service contracts since 1980 has kept job dis-
placement levels to less than 3 percent.

4) Surveys of city officials reveal that most do not
view job displacement of municipal employees as
a major drawback of contracting out.

5) Only limited research has been conducted
that tracks the subsequent job experience of those
workers who are laid off by service contracts and
those who go to work for the private contractor.
Two years after federal contracts had been issued,
only 22 percent of those who were laid off were
unemployed. Only about three percent of federal
workers who joined a private contractor were job-
less two years later. More reearch is needed to
address the critical issue of how long workers who
are displaced by service contracts remain
unemployed.

Issue 2. Public Assistance To
Displaced Public Employees

Ili A related labor-market concern is the amount
of public assistance received by public employees
who become displaced as a result of a service
contract. AFSCME (1985) phrases the issue this
way: "Contracting out sometimes involves laying
off public employees who previously performed
the service, but this, too, entails costs. Laid-off
public employees are entitled to unemployment
compensation paid by the employer. Some laid-off
workers, because of their economic circumstances,
may also qualify for various public welfare
programs."

The limited evidence seems to indicate that such
payments 'a affected government workers are rela-
tively small. The only study that has directly exam-
ined the issue was conducted by the General
Accounting Office (1985b). When the GAO inter-
viewed 94 "involuntarily separated" federal em-
ployees who had worked for the Department of
Defense it inquired as to how much unemploy-
ment compensation, food stamps, Aid to Families
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with Dependent Children, and Supplemental Se-
curity Income they had received. Of these 94 indi-
viduals, 53 (56 percent) had collected
unemployment compensation or public assistance
due to the lay off. The GAO estimated the total
cost of this public assistance was $215,000.

These public assistance payments, however, are
only meaningful in a public policy context when
viewed in relation to the total amount of public
funds saved by the contracting out. Only if the
public assistance payments to these workers ap-
proach or exceed the budgetary savings from the
service contracting that necessitated these pay-
ments, would they have a bearing on the determi-
nation as to whether contracting out is cost
effective.

The total savings from these Defense Depart-
ment contracts was $65,484,000. Thus public as-
sistance payments canceled out only 0.4 percent
of total budget savings. The GAO concluded from
these figures that: "Including these costs in the
cost comparisons would probably not have af-
fected the decisions to contract out the functions."
The GAO study did not even attempt to take into
account estimates for the number of workers who
might have been taken off public assistance due to
the expansion in employment opportunities in the
private sector.

Issue 3. The Impact of Contracting
Out on Wages

According to an assessment by the U.S. Office
of Personnel Management, one of the primary
reasons that public employees are hostile to the

TABLE 8

idea of contracting out is: "Savings gained from
contracting out are often due to private businesses

. . . paying [salaries] less than agencies." Dan-
tico and Jurik (1987) levy a similar charge against
contracting out:

Comparisons of similar private and public ser-
vice providers indicate that private firms rely
more heavily on unskilled labor than do govern-
ments. While on its face the work to be done
appears to be the same, jobs are frequently rede-
fined with a resulting "dumbing down" of posi-
tions. This results in lower pay scales for
entry-level workers in the private sector.
This section investigates whether private con-

tractors offer lower pay scales than do government
agencies, and if so, how much lower.

It is extremely difficult to make any broad gener-
alization as to how much higher or lower govern-
ment wages are than those of private contractors,
because the differences observed vary widely
across services. For most commercial services that
are routinely contracted out, it is safe to conclude
from the existing research that wages paid by pri-
vate contractors are generally lowerbut not sig-
nificantly lower, on averagethan the wages paid
by the government.

One factor that hikes the wage rates of private
firms receiving federal contracts is that they must
comply with minimum salary requirements. The
Davis-Bacon Act requires all firms receiving federal
contracts of over $2,000 for construction work to
pay their workers an area "prevailing wage rate" as
established by the U.S. Department of Labor. The
Service Contract Act requires contractors to pay
prevailing wage rates for all service contracts of
over $2,500. These laws set a floor for salary levels

Comparison of Federal Personnel Costs With Overall Contract Cost
for Six Contracted Out Defense Services

Installation Function
In-House
Personnel Costs

Contract
Cost

Percent
Difference

Fort Knox Food Service $6,913 $6,715 3%

Fort Gordon Base Operations,
Housing Services $98,137 $86,555 12%

Fort Lee Food Service $14,820 $12,826 13%

Fort Dix Laundry, Dry Cleaning $2,880 $2,204 23%

Seymour Johnson AFB Food Service $1,486 $1,005 32%

Fort Hood Aircraft Maintenance $5,721 $2,826 51%
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TABLE 9
Comparison of Federal Salaries With Contractor Salaries
Based Upon Surveys of Former Federal Employees

Contractor Versus Federal Agency Wages
Difference Difference Difference

Total Less than $1,000- More than Not
Contractor Respondents $1,000 $3,999 $4,000 Answered
Wages Were: No. (%) No. / No. /0 No. % No. (%)

Lower 69 (53) 16 (12) 37 (29) 11 (8) 5 (4)
The Same 32 (21)
Higher 27 (21) 6 (5) 13 (10) 8 (6) 0 (0)

paid by firms performing federal contracts. It is not
clear, however, whether these floors are above or
below federal pay rates.

Several studies have compared the salary levels
of private contractors with the pay rates of federal
workers. The General Accounting Office (1981)
reviewed 12 Department of Defense contracts to
determine the source of the savings by contracting
out. GAO's conclusion was as follows: "The cost
savings by contracting out were generally attribut-
able to differences in personnel costs between in-
house and contractor performance. The
contractors generally planned to use fewer em-
ployees and pay them less." Unfortunately, this
study did not provide data to quantify how much
lower the private contractors' salaries were. The
GAO did, however, provide a comparison of total
spending by the federal agency on personnel costs
with the total contract award for six contracts; the
results are displayed in Table 8. The total contrac-
tor price is substantially lower than the in-house
personnel costs for every contract but one. Clearly
the personnel costs of the contractors were signifi-
cantly lower. But this does not indicate whether
these reduced labor costs are due to reduced
wages, or to other factors, such as lower fringe
benefits, or use of fewer workers.

A second GAO study (1985) provided considera-
bly more direct evidence bearing on the issue of
wage disparities between contractors and federal
agencies. The GAO surveyed 128 former federal
employees who took jobs with private contractors
and asked them to compare their former and cur-
rent wages. The results are broken down in Table
9.

These results indicate that over half of the fed-
eral employves who went to work for a private
22

contractor received lower wages, but over 20 per-
cent of the workers who left for the private sector
received pay increases.

We performed a simple calculation to quantify
the wage differential implicit in this data by taking
the following steps. We assumed that the average
pay raise or reduction for those falling in the "Less
than $1,000" category was $500; that the average
pay raise or reduction for those falling within the
"$1,000 to $3,999" category was $2,500; and the
average pay raise or reduction for those falling in
the "More than $4,000" category was $6,000. We
then calculated an average salary change. The
result: the average federal worker who moved into
the private sector suffered an annual salary reduc-
tion of about $650. For most service workers this
would be less than a six percent pay cut.

One possible explanation for the lower wages
paid by contractors is that many federal workers
are overgradedthat is, they are overqualified for
the tasks they are performing. The U.S. Office of
Personnel Management (1984) found that 14 per-
cent of all federal workers are overgraded. Thus,
when these positions are converted to contract,
the private firm is able to pay workers less for com-
parable positio-is.

Studies of !ocal contracting have generally dis-
covered pay differentials between government and
contractor, but again the results vary widely across
services. Perhaps the most comprehensive study
on the subject was undertaken by Stevens (1984).
Stevens compared the cost of providing eight dif-
ferent municipal services in ten California cities
that contract out with ten California cities that
provide the service in-house. The breakdown of
salary levels for each of the eight services Stevens
analyzed is shown in Table 10. For seven of the
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TABLE 10

Comparison of Wages Between Local Government and Private Contractors
for Eight Services

Average Monthly Wage for Laborers
Service Contractor Munic a en

Percent
Difference

Payroll $2,083 $2,375 12%

Asphalt Overlay $2,421 $1,532 -58%
Refuse Collection $1,237 $1,418 13%

Street Cleaning $1,576 $1,612 2%

Janitorial $881 $1,234 29%

Traffic Signal Maintenance $1,500 $1,721 13%

Street Tree Trimming $1,390 $1,475 6%

Turf Management $956 $1,237 23%

eight services examined, the private contractor pay
levels fell below the municipal government pay
rates. In two casesturf management and janito-
rial servicesthe private contractors' salaries were
significantly lower than the salaries paid by the
municipal agency. For asphalt overlay, on the other
hand, the private contractors' pay rates were con-
siderably higher than the pay rates of the
government.

Peterson, Davis, and Walker (1986) examined
wages in the public and private trans!t industries
and found even wider disparities. The authors
compared the pay scales for public, unionized
private, and nonunionized private bus drivers and
bus mechanics in eight large U.S. cities. The aver-
age wage differentials that emerged from this study
were substantial; they are shown in Table 11.

TABLE 11

Comparison of Public Versus Private
Transit Wages

Dollars Percent

Amount that Public Salaries
Exceed Private Union Salaries

Bus Drivers
Bus Mechanics $3,100 15%

Amount That Public Salaries $6,500 55%
Exceed Private
Non Union Salaries

Bus Drivers $8,900 30%

Bus Mechanics $11,900 41%

In the transit area the savings from contracting
closely reflect these salary disparities. A study by
Charles River Associates (1986) of municipal tran-
sit contracting concluded that lower contractor
prices for this service was a result of three factors:
1) reduced wage rates; 2) lower overhead costs;
and 3) increased labor productivity. The wage re-
ductions for this service were fairly steep: the aver-
age municipal transit employee received $11 to
$13 per hour, while private operator wage rates
were in the $7 to $8 per hour wage range.

The Los Angeles County Economy and Efficiency
Commission (1987) compiled statistics comparing
the wage rates for County service employees and
service er iployees working for private firms in the
Los ge'es area. It examined two occupations
corr,,only contracted out: custodial services and
food services. The results, shown in Table 12, were
that for comparable work the private sector em-
ployees received wages up to 30 percent higher
than the County employees. However, it should be
noted that contractors tended to pay slightly below
the average for private sector employers.

The only other comprehensive comparison be-
tween wages paid by local governments versus
private vendors was conducted by the Joint Center
for Political Studies (1985). Using a case study
method and examining several municipal services,
including recreational services, vehicle mainte-
nance, and emergency medical care, this study
also reported lower wages paid by contractors
overall. Unfortunately, the Joint Center did not
quantify these wage disparities, and they were not
tested scientifically.
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TABLE 12

Comparison of Private Sector and Government Pay in Los Angeles County

Hourly Wages
L.A. County
Government (Area Wages)

h4&M Survey**
(Area Wages)

Custodian $7.45 $7.26 $11.60
Custodian Supervisor $9.28 N.A. $12.92
Food Service Worker $5.50 $6.06 N.A.

`Bureau of Labor Statistics, "Area Wage Survey: Los Angeles, Long Beach Metropolitan Area," October, 1985.
"Merchants and Manufacturers Association, 'Wage Survey, 1986:'

The study found that only in the case of skilled
craft workers did workers earn comparable wages.
For some services, such as maintenance, the pri-
vate contractor pay levels were only half that of-
fered by the municipal agency. However, these
wage disparities "narrowed significantly" when the
service workers were unionized. The report's Exec-
utive Summary concludes: "Generally, minority
workers earned less with alternative service pro-
viders than as municipal employees."

TABLE 13

Change in Earnings of Federal Workers
Affected by Service Contracts, Who Retained
Employment With The Government

Pay Grade Assignment
After Contracting Out Number Percent

Lower Pay Grade 1,049 56%
The Same Pay Grade 806 43%
Higher Pay Grade 26 1%

Total 1,881

Thus far we have compared the wages of private
contractors with those of government agencies and
have found that generally wage rates fall when the
service is contracted out. A related issue is: What
happens to the wage rates of affected government
workers who are transferred to other government
positions? Are these workers tvpically placed in
higher or lower paid positions? Two studies have
addressed this issueone on the federal level, and
one on the county level. They provide contradic-
tory findings.
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The previously-cited General Accounting Office
(1985) survey of federal service workers affected by
service contracts found that those workers who
remained in government often received lower
wages in their n:Av positions than they did in their
old jobs. Of 1,881 surveyed, 56 percent suffered a
pay cut after reassignment. The survey results are
shown in Table 13. Unfortunately, the survey did
not reveal how much lower the wages of these
workers were after they were reassigned to new
jobs.

The experience in the County of Los Angeles has
been precisely the opposite. The Los Angeles
County Economy and Efficiency Commission
(1987) found that far more workers were promoted
than demoted, as shown in Table 14.

TABLE 14

Subsequent Wage levels of Affected
Government Workers Who Retained
Employment With Los Angeles County

Job Status of Employees
Who remained With County Number Percent

Employees Demoted 32 3%
Employees Who
Received No Grade Change 805 76%
Employees Promoted 224 21%

Total 1061

Overall, these studies suggest that in most cases
the jobs created by contracting offer lower pay
levels than the public positions they replace.
These wage disparities differ substantially across



TABLE 15

Comparison of Six Fringe Benefits: Federal Government Versu, Private Contractors*

Better With
Government

Better With
Contractor

About The
Same

Bene it Type No. (%) No. (% No. (%)

Retirement 113 (87) (5) 4 (3)
Sick Leave 105 (80) 9 (7) 10 (8)
Vacation 99 (76) 6 (5) 16 (12)
Life Insurance 79 (61) 18 (14) 22 (17)
Health Insurance 71 (54) 31 (24) 18 (14)
Holidays 46 (35) 12 (9) 62 (48)
*Percentages do not add to 100 because of those who provided no answer.

services; for several services private sector pay was
found to be more generous than that offered in the
public sector, for other services the public sector
pay levels were twice as high as wage levels paid
by contractors. Government workers who are
placed in new job assignments as a result of ser-
vice contracts do not necessarily suffer cuts in
their salaries; the experience in Los Angeles
County indicates they are more likely to be trans-
ferred to a higher level government position.

Issue 4. Comparison of Government
and Private Contractor
Fringe Benefits

When comparing the labor compensation pro-
vided by government with that provided by private
contractors, it is important to factor in not just
wages, but also fringe benefits. Fringe benefits
make up a very large portion of federal employees'
total compensation package, making this issue
extremely important to them. Benefits constitute
about 50 percent of wages for public transit work-
ers, for instance, versus 25 percent to 33 percent
for the typical private transit worker.

Any disparity in wages between government
agencies and private contractors is likely to be
widened when benefits are included into the cal-
culation. Government fringe benefit packages are
more generous on balance than benefit packages
offered to equal-skilled employees who work for
private contractors.

The most complete study of benefit comparisons
on the federal level was conducted by the GAO
(1985). The GAO surveyed former federal employ-

ees who had taken jobs with private contractors
and asked them to compare their federal benefits
with those they were now receiving in the pr!vate
sector. For five of the six benefits examined, gov-
ernment benefits were found to be more generous,
as shown in Table 15.

A study by the Hay/Huggins Company (1984)a
Washington-based consulting firmcompared six
fringe benefits between the federal government
and the private sector; it agreed that, overall, the
government's benefits were superior. However, for
certain types of fringe benefits, the private sector
was more generous than federal agencies. The
results are summarized in Table 16.

TABLE 16

Federal Versus Private Sector Fringe Benefits

Extent to Which Federal Benefits
Benefit Exceed Private Benefits
Type as % of Payroll

Retirement 6.4%
Life Insurance 0.3%
Disability 0.7%
Health Benefits 2.2%
Executive Perquisites 1.2%
Annual Leave + 0.8%

Overall Benefit Pacloge + 3 1%

One reason that public sector benefits are more
generous than private sector packages is that the
public sector devotes a greater percentage of its
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TABLE 17

Fringe Benefits for Bus Operators, 1985:
Public, Private Union, and Private Non-Union

Percentage Amount that Public
Compensation Exceeds that

of the Private Sector

Private
Benefit Type Private Union Non-Union

Health
Retirement
Leave

Overtime Pay

139%
59%

120%
133%

401%

207%
213%
222%

total employee compensation package to fringe
benefits. The General Accounting Office (1985)
reported that civil service retirement benefits cost
the federal government 28 percent of basic pay; in
the private sector the typical pension program con-
stitutes only 18 percent of pay on average.'

The monetary value of public sector fringe bene-
fits is also higher than those offered in the private
sector on the local level for most services. For tran-
sit workers the differences in benefit packages
have been particularly pronounced. Tables 17 and
18 show the average differential across eight
citiesBoston, Los Angeles, New York, Washing-
ton, Chicago, Seattle, Detroit, and Houstonfor
four fringe benefits.
The interpretation of these tables is as follows: in
1985 public bus operators received health benefits
in dollars that were 139 percent higher than those
of private union bus operators, and 401 percent
higher than those of private non-union operators.

Several additional studies have corroborated the
finding that private sector contractors provide
more limited fringe benefits than the public sector.
Fisk, Kies ling, and Muller (1978) discovered that
for comparable entry-level positions, fringe bene-
fits were lower in the private sector than in govern-
ment. Case studies conducted by the Joint Center
for Political Studies (1985) also concluded that
private contractors were able to undercut the cost
of municipal agencies by offering workers lower
benefits, particularly less generous pensions.

There is, however, one exception to this general
finding. Stevens (1984), based upon her study of

TABLE 18

Fringe Benefits for Bus Mechanics, 1985:
Public, Private Union, and Private Non-Union

Percentage Amount that Public
Compensation Exceeds that

of the Private Sector

Private
Private Union Non-UnionBenefit Type

Health
Retirement
Leave

Overtime Pay

154%
135%

156%
25%

383%
232%
393%
87%

eight municipal services, discovered that the dollar
value of fringe benefits offered by municipal agen-
cies and private contractors that replace them were
about equal. Steven's overall conclusion concern-
ing fringe benefits was: "The average difference in
fringe benefits paid does not account for cost dif-
ferences between contractors and municipal
agenciescontractors paid workers an average of
$551 per month in benefits, while municipal
agencies paid workers an average of $524 per
month in benefits." Again, this study's findings
conflict with the bulk of the evidence we were
able to uncover.

Given the disparities in wages and fringe bene-
fits, how much more generous is overall compen-
sation for government workers than contractors?
Unfortunately, none of the studies we found com-
pared overall compensation packages for govern-
ment agencies versus private contractors.

However, Bel (ante and Link (1981) have com-
pared the total compensation offered by federal,
state, and local governments with compensation
offered by all private firms (not just contractors) for
equally skilled and educated workers. Bel tante and
Link's study was conducted in three stages. In the
first stage they compared just salaries; in the sec-
ond stage they compared salaries and benefits;
and in the third stage they compared salaries, ben-
efits, and a pay adjustment for the difference in the
probability of unemployment. For each level of
government, for both sexes, the total compensa-
tion is higher in the public sector than in the pri-
vate sector. The results based on 1975 data are

'This feature of federal civil service retirement benefits builds into the emplore compensation package an incentive to stay with
the government. The federal pension program therefore may promote employee resistance to contracting out.
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TABLE 19
Comparison of Public Versus Private Hourly Wages And Benefits

Percentage Amount That Public Compensation Exceeds That
of The Private Sector

Type of Compensation: Group Federal State Local

Wages Total 20% 2% 1%
Males 18% 3% 4%
Females 24% 8% 2%

Wages and Fringe Benefits Total 23% 6% 1%
Males 21% 1% 2%
Females 27% 12% 4%

Wages, Fringe Benefits, and Total 29% 13% 10%
Lower Probability of Males 29% 7% 6%
Unemployment Females 29% 20% 14%

summarized in Table 19. Total compensation is 29
percent higher on the federal level, 13 percent
higher on the state level, and 10 percent higher on
the local level than private sector compensation.

In sum, government benefits tend to be signifi-
cantly more generous than those of the private
sector at all levels of government. When services
are contracted out,. the new jobs created by the
private sector offer workers a smaller benefit pack-
age than that offered by the government positions
that were replaced. For some services, fringe bene-
fit levels have been found to be over twice as high
for public sector workers than coVraAw workers.
It appears that retirement benefit costs are substan-
tially lower for contractors than government agen-
cies; this at least partially explains the cost
differential between government and contractor-
provided services.

issue 5. How Contractors Differ
From Government in Their
Use of labor

III This section will attempt to identify the factors
that enable private contractors to provide services
more cheaply than government. Two factors, lower
wages and less comprehensive fringe benefits,
were discussed in previous sections. But an
equally important factor that has been consistently
identified in the literature as a major source of
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budget savings from contracting out is the private
sectoris more efficient use of labor.

Stevens (1984) compared the work routines of
municipal government agencies and private firms
that had won municipal service contracts. Stevens
isolated ten factors that explained much of the
lower costs facing private sector contractors vis-a-
vis government agencies. She concluded that these
factors had a greater influence in reducing the
private contractors' costs than paying lower wages.
On average, private firms that had won municipal
service contracts were able to cut labor costs in
the following ways:

1) Private contractors production techniques
were less labor intensive than those of gov-
ernment in-house agencies.

2) Private contractors offered shorter vacations
than the government.

3) Private contractors made more frequent use
of incentive pay systems than municipal
agencies.

4) Private contractors were better able to con-
trol the quality of work performed because
they had greater flexibility in firing workers
than the government.

5) Private contractors generally employed a
younger workforce that had accumulated
fewer fringe benefits and that had less
seniority.

6) Private contractors' employees had lower
rates of absenteeism than government ser-
vice workers.
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The data underlying these conclusions are pre-
sented in Table 20. For each of these employment
factors, ihe differences between the municipal
average and the contractor average were tested
statistically and found to hold at the 95 percent
confidence level.

TABLE 20
Comparisons of The Use of Labor:
Service Contractors Versus
Municipal Agencies

Mean Value
Service Municipal

Variable: Contractor Agency

Percent of cost to direct
labor 49% 60%
Vacation days per worker 10 days 14 days

Percent of cities with
incentive systems 27% 12%

Percent of cities where
foremen can fire workers 54% 16%

Average age of workers 32 36
Average tenure of workers 5.8 years 8.1 years
Percent of workers absent 8.8% 12.8%

A second study by Handy and O'Connor (1984)
of the differences in the use of labor between gov-
ernment agencies and private contractors pro-
duced similar findings. This study was
commissioned by the Department of Defense and
is entitled "How Winners Win: Lessons Learned
from Contract Competitions in Base Operations
Support." It examined U.S. Department of Defense
contracting of two military base services to deter-
mine the methods used by private contractors to
undercut the costs of government agencies.

The overall conclusion of the authors based
upon 14 case studies of cost reductions resulting
from contracting military base services was that:
"Winners win by being innovative, by familiarizing
themselves thoroughly with their responsibilities,
and by stucturing their activities to meet those
responsibilities as cost effectively as possible. They
change standard procedures and standard organi-
zations where logic dictates that changes will re-
duce costs."

More specifically, the study identified several
labor-related characteristics of winning contractors
that explain in part the reductions in cost they
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were able to generate. These characteristics were:
Private contractors are more likely to use work-
ing supervisors "who not only direct and sched-
ule workers but also perform direct labor
themselves."
Private contractors rely more heavily on multi-
skilled workers enabling them to respond more
efficiently to "periodic changes in workload
[and] increase the productivity of workers
whose jobs have extensive amounts of slack
time."
Private contractors cut labor costs by using
lower skilled workers when doing so would not
lower the quality of service provided. "In most
instances, this action was taken after in-house
management engineers had conducted a thor-
ough analysis of the work performed and deter-
mined that some positions were graded at a
higher level than required."
Private contractors are more prone to cut out
unnecessary workwithout sacrificing service
qualitythus reducing the workload.
Private contractors make heavier use of overtime
"to allow for reductions in manpower hours."
Some managers considered sections that did not
make use of overtime as being overstaffed.
Private contractors encourage the use of part-
time labor for jobs that do not require full-time
staff, while part-time labor is generally a ne-
glected resource under in-house operations.
Private contractors were less constrained in hir-
ing and firing workers. "Contractors respond
quickly to fluctuations in personnel needs, hir-
ing expeditiously when it becomes obvious that
additional manpower is needed and releasing
employees when manpower levels are too
high." Contractors were also quick to fire em-
ployees when their performance was
unsatisfactory.
Both of these studies dealing with the character-

istics of successful service contractors are ex-
tremely limited in their scope, and caution
therefore must be used in generalizing the findings
of the studies to other service activities. But the
lim,ted profiles of winning contractors they present
suggest that expansions in service contracting will
have several implications for changes in employ-
ment opportunities in the services sector of the
economy. As governments transfer additional ser-
vice activities to the private sector some of the
following changes in the composition of the ser-
vice sector workforce might be expected:

1) Service workers will be multi-skilled with
more generalizable talents.

2) Service workers will tend to be younger with



TABLE 21
Comparison of Government Employment Rates: Whites, Blacks, And Hispanics

Percent of Workers 16 Years and Over Employed by Government

Level of
Government:

White
1980
Black Hispanic White

1970
Black Hispanic

Federal 3.4 7.4 3.7 3.9 7.2 4.8
State 4.3 6.6 3.4 3.9 4.2 3.0
Local 8.2 13.1 8.0 7.7 9.8 6.4

Total 15.9 27.1 15.1 15.5 21.2 14.2

less tenure because of the higher labor turn-
over rates of private contractors.

3) Salaries for service workers will be slightly
lower and will be more prone to be tied to
incentive pay systems.

4) More service work will be performed by
part-time or temporary workers.

Issue 6. The Effect of Contracting
Out on Minorities
and Women

In 1985 the joint Center for Political Studies
conducted a major study for the U.S. Department
of Housing and Urban Development entitled: "Al-
ternative Service Delivery Systems: implications
for Minority Economic Advancement." The re-
searchers used a multiple case study method to
analyze the impact on minorities of contracting
out in 10 cities. Each of the cities selected had a
population of at least 50,000, with at least 20 per-
cent of residents being minorities.

The study yielded several conclusions regarding
the effect on minorities of municipal contracting.
They were:

1) Blacks are more vulnerable to the adverse
consequences of "alternative serlfice delivery" ap-
proaches because they constitute a disproportion-
ate share of the government workforce. Table 21,
taken from the study, shows that they are about
twice as likely than whites to work for the govern-
ment.

2) Hispanics are not likely to be disproportion-
ately impacted by contracting out. They have rates
of government employment equal to or slightly
below the rates for whites, as shown in Table 21.
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3) A much higher percentage of blacks in high
skill managerial and professional positions (53.5
percent) are employed by the government than is
true of whites (28.9 percent) or Hispanics (33.4
percent). The authors conclude from this that con-
tracting out might impede black professional em-
ployment opportunities to a greater extent than it
does such opportunities for whites and Hispanics.
Table 22 shows the data.

TABLE 22
Percent of Managerial and Professional
Workers Employed by Public Sector
Versus Private Sector, 1980: by Race And
Spanish Origin

Percent Employed By:

Public Sector Private Sector

Black 53.5 42.9
White 28.9 62.4
Hispanic 33.4 58.9

4) The evidence did not support the contention
that the adverse employment impacts of contract-
ing out fall disproportionately on blacks. Gener-
ally, when municipal employment was reduced in
the 10 cities studied: "The proportion of minorities
employed in the municipal workforce remained
relatively stable." However, the percentage of mi-
norities in professional positions was reduced by
contracting out.

5) Minorities were found to have gained em-
ployment opportunities with private sector con-
tractors at about the same proportion as they do
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TABLE 23
Impact of Federal

Total Federal
Workforce

Contracting on Whites Versus Minorities

Employees
Affected
Number

Obtained Other
Government Job
Number

Employed by
Contractor
Number

Involuntarily
Separated

Number
Race:

White 78

Minority 22
Unknown

1,635
811

89

(64)
(32)
(4)

1,260
566

55

(67)
(30)

(3)

110

52
9

(64)
(31)

(5)

53
71

5

(41)
(55)
(4)

with government departments. As the authors put
it: "In services where minorities were heavily em-
ployed by city departments, they were also heavily
employed by alternative providers. In services
where cities employed few minorities, alternative
providers employed few."

This would indicate that private contractors do
not discriminate against minorities in their hiring
practices.

6) Minorities who went to work for private con-
tractors generally received lower pay and less gen-
erous benefits than what they received working for
the government. But when the private service
workers were unionized these wage and benefit
disparities were reduced significantly.

The overall conclusion of this study was stated
as follows: "Alternative service delivery is not in-
herently detrimental to minorities. . . . But as
long as opportunities for minority economic ad-
vancement are heavily concentrated in the public
sector, reducing the size of government may curtail
an important avenue of social and economic mo-
bility for minorities." Hence, contracting out only
adversely affects blacks to the extent that they are
more likely to be public employees.

Conversely, Hispanics are harmed less than
whites or blacks from alternative service delivery
approaches since they are not highly-represented
in the government workforce.

TABLE 24

The General Accounting Office (1985) found
that federal contractiog out has had a marked im-
pact on minorities. Its survey of affected federal
workers from contracting out found that while
minorities (blacks and Hispanics) compose 25
percent of the federal workforce, 32 percent of
those employees affected by contracting out were
minorities, and 55 percent of those involuntarily
separated from the federal workforce, were minori-
ties. The data is shown in Table 23.

The Los Angeles County Economy and Efficiency
Commission (1987) also examined the issue of the
impact of contracting out on minorities. It found
that 87 percent of the over 1,300 affected workers
from contracting out in the County were members
of an ethnic minority group. Only 50 percent of
the County's overall work force is a member of a
minority group. The data is shiwn in Table 24. in
contrast to the study by the joint Center for Politi-
cal Studies, even Hispanics were found to be dis-
proportionately impacted by contracting out. Yet,
the job displacement suffered by these workers
was only of a short term nature: almost all found
other jobs with the County or the contractor.

The is_iue of the impact of contracting out on
women is much more straightforward. The prepon-
derance of the evidence renders the conclusion
that women are not adversely affected. One reason
women might be expected to be more heavily

The Impact of Contracting Out on Minorities in Los Angeles County
Black Hispanic White

Number of Affected Employees 791 293 174
Percent of Total Affected Employees 63% 23% 14%
Number of Employees Laid-Off 17 17 1

Percent of Total Laid-Off Employees 49% 49% 2%
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TABLE 25
The Impact of Federal Contracting Out, by Sex

Total Federal Employees Obtained Other Employed by Involuntarily
Workforce Affected Government Job Contractor Separated

% Number (%) Number (%) Number (%) Number (oho

Male 59 1,910 (75) 1,437 (76) 111 (65) 71 (55)
Female 41 625 (25) 444 (24) 60 (35) 58 (45)

impacted by contracting out than men is that the
government workforce is composed of a greater
percentage of women than the private sector
workforce. However, women who work in govern-
ment are less likely to be employed in service oc-
cupations than men; therefore, women are far less
likely to be affected by alternative service delivery
approaches.

Dantico and Jurik (1987) conclude that women
,re heavily dependent on the government for em-

wment opportunities, especially women in pro-
', sional occupations. In 1980 the public sector
employed 21 percent of all women, but only 16
percent of all white males. In the professional oc-
cupations, 50 percent of all female professionals
work for the government; only 35 percent of all
male professionals do.

Thurow (1982) found that females earn higher
salaries in the public sector than the private sector.
White women with equal skill levels earn about
20 percent more when they work for the govern-
ment than when they work in the private sector,
while minority women receive about 30 percent
higher salaries in the public sector than in the pri-
vate sector. At best, this is only at indirect evi-
dence that women's career opportunities and
earnings potential may be stunted by alternative
delivery approaches, such as contracting out.

Women's job opportunities would only be jeop-
ardized by contracting out, however, if they were
affected in proportion to their employment in gov-
ernment. The only reliable data shedding light on
this issue come from surveys of government work-
ers performed by the GAO (1985). The survey
results (shown in Table 25) indicate that although
women constitute 41 percent of the federal
workforce, only 25 percent of the 2,535 workers
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affected by the service contracts studied were
women. On the other hand, the data reveal that
women were slightly more prone to be laid off
than men from federal contracting out.

One reason why women in the federal
workforce are less prone to be affected by con-
tracting out than men is that only a small portion
of women who work for the government are in
blue collar occupations, as displayed in Table 26,
according to data from the U.S. Statistical Abstract.
Though some white collar jobs, such as data pro-
cessing, are sometimes contracted out, most ser-
vice jobs that are converted to contract are classi-
fied as blue collar. Gordon (1984) found that blue
collar jobs are much more likely to be contracted
out than white collar positions.2

TABLE 26

Percentage of Federal Workers in Blue Collar
And White Collar Jobs, by Sex, 1987

Total Federal Federal
Federal Blue Collar White Collar

Workforce Workforce Workforce

Males 59% 87% 53%
Females 41% 13% 47%

On the local level the only available evidence
indicates that the impact of contracting out on
women is equally benign. In Los Angeles County,
for example, women comprised only 41 percent of
all employees affected by government contracts,
and only 20 percent of those laid off as a result of
contracting out (see Table 27).

'Gordon surveyed officials from hundreds of U.S. cities and counties, and also conducted dozens of field interviews. He con-
cluded that "local governments are much more prone to contract out support services of a blue-collar nature than they are to
contract out support services of a clerical or quasi-professional (i.e., white collar) nature." The federal experience has been quite
similar.
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TABLE 27

The Impact of Los Angeles County
Contracting Out on Women

Male Female

Number of Employees Afi-ected 791 529
Percent of Employees Affected 59% 41%
Number of Employees Laid-off 28 7

Percent of Ernoklees Laid-off 80% 20%

In sum, no comprehensive study has examined
the effect of contracting out on women. Although
a large percentage of women in the labor force
work for the government, particularly women in
professional positions, there is no evidence that
the impact of contracting out affects them
disproportionately. Indeed, the only available evi-
dence refutes this contention, because women
who work for the government tend to be in occu-
pations that are not commonly contracted out.

Issue 7. The Overall Labor Market
Impact of Contracting Out

All of the studies mentioned above analyze the
direct employment consequences of contracting
out government services. We have compared the
number of jobs lost in the government sector with
the number of jobs created by private contractors.
Typically the private contractor employs fewer
workers than the government to perform the same
service. This implies that contracting out leads to a
loss of jobs in the economy.

Yet a full assessment of the employment impact
of this type of privatization requires an examina-
tion of the secondary labor market effects of con-
tracting out. While there may be small net job
losses in the service area contracted out, the cost
savings from contracting out surely create addi-
tional employment opportunities elsewhere in the
economy. For instdnce, if a community saves
$50,000 a year by contracting out its garbage col-
lection, then the community can either use these
savings to expand other services, creating public
sector employment opportunities, or it can reduce
taxes by $50,000, thus putting more money in the
hands of residents, which will eventually be spent
on goods or services employing private sector
workers.
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Unfortunately, there is only one study on the
economic impact of contracting out that estimates
these vital secondary labor market effects. That
study, commissioned by the U.S. Urban Mass Tran-
sit Administration and conducted by Charles Rivers
Associates (1986), examines the employment im-
plications of competition in local transit services.
The study first assumed cost savings of 20
percenta conservative estimateby competi-
tively bidding municipal transit services. It then
examined two scenarios, which the report explains
as follows:

In the first scenario (dubbed the "constant
amount of service" scenario), these cost savings
represent reduced requirements for state and
local subsidies to produce the same service.
Taxpayers in the region benefit from the reduc-
tion in taxes devoted to transit. . . . Bus transit
jobs would decrease, but this loss would be
compensated by gains in other inoustries. Some
regions would lose jobs while others would
gain.
The second scenario (the "constant operating
budget" case) assumes that all of the cost savings
from competitive contracting would be used to
expand bus services, thereby creating new jobs.
Using the constant amount of services scenario

the study concluded: "The reduced employment
in the transit industry is approximately balanced
by the employment gains implied by increased
consumer spending." More specifically, the study
concluded that if competitive contracting for bus
service were adopted nation-wide, there would be
only a very slight reduction in jobs if all of the
savings were passed back to taxpayers: for every $2
million saved, one job would be lost nationwide.

Under the constant operating budget scenario,
which implies an expansion of bus service follow-
ing contracting out, the study found a small but
positive net expansion in the total number of jobs
in the economy. Based on FY 1983 employment
data in the bus industry, the net gain in jobs was
projected to be between 1 and 6 percent of total
transit employment.

Although the overall labor market effects from
contracting out a municipal service have a neutral
or positive impact on the total number of jobs
created nationwide, local officials who are con-
templating contracting out services may be more
interested in how contracting out affects the num-
ber of jobs available in their own jurisdiction. The
Charles Rivers study estimated that contracting out
may lead to small employment losses in the com-
munity that contracts out the service. This is be-



cause the jobs lost from contracting are those of
local transit workers, while some of the jobs
gained through increased local taxpayer purchas-
ing power are located in other regions.

Conclusions
This review of the academic and technical lit-

erature on the employment effects of contracting
out yields the following tentative conclusions:

1) Historical studies of the subsequent employ-
ment status of workers affected by contracting out
have found that only between 5 percent and 10
percent of affected workers were involuntarily laid-
off from their government jobs.

2) On the federal level, public assistance pay-
ments to government employees who become
unemployed due to a service contract are less than
0.5 percent of the contract savings to the govern-
ment. These "hidden" costs to the government are
so small that they would rarely offset the financial
advantage of contracting out.

3) The new jobs created by private contractors
awarded government service contracts generally
pay lower wages than the comparable government
positions that were eliminated. The wage disparity,
however, differs widely from service to service. For
some services, the private sector workers' salaries
were only half those of the public sector. For other
services, the private sector offered higher salaries.

4) Worker fringe benefits are higher in govern-
ment than they are with private contractors in al-
most all the cases studied. Most of the available
evidence indicates that less generous fringe bene-
fits is a major source of cost savings for the private
contractor vis-a-vis the government agency. In par-
ticular, retirement benefits offered by private con-
tractors generally are substantially lower than
those in the public sector.

5) One of the primary means by which private
contractors reduce costs is by increasing labor
productivity. For instance, private contractors have
been observed to make greater use of incentive-
pay systems, they experience lower rates of absen-
teeism, they are more flexible in hiring and firing
workers, and they make greater use of part-time

and multi-skilled workers than does the govern-
ment. Hence, the reduced labor costs generated
by contractors is not attributable solely to hiring
fewer workers and paying them less, as is com-
monly asserted. Much of the reduced labor bill of
private vendors is due to increasing the efficiency
of labor. Research is needed to measure how
much more productive the labor force of private
contractors is, on average, and how important this
increased productivity is to lower overall costs.

6) Contracting out is not inherently harmful to
minorities. In percentage terms minorities are af-
fected by service contracts to a greater extent than
whites, but this is mainly because these groups
constitute a larger share of the public workforce.
The percentage of private sector contractor jobs
filled by minorities, however, tends to mirror the
percentage of minorities performing the same ser-
vice within government, according to the most
comprehensive study on the subject. The wages,
however, are generally lower in these private sec-
tor jobs.

Men are more likely to be impacted by govern-
ment contracts than women, even accounting for
the fact that women are more highly represented
in the government workforce than in the private
sector workforce. The primary reason that women
are less affected than men by service contracts is
that only a small percentage of women who work
for the government are in blue collar positions that
are most amenable to contracting.

7) Economic theory suggests that the cost sav-
ings as9ociated with service contracting create
additional employment opportunities elsewhere in
the economy. Unfortunately, only one study has
examined the secondary labor market effects of
contracting out services. This study of transit con-
tracting found that by taking into account the over-
all economic impact of contracting out
specifically how the cost savings are filtered back
through the economyat least as many new jobs
in the private sector, or in other areas of the gov-
ernment, are created as are lost in the government
agency contracting out the service. More research
is needed in this area, however to quantify the
secondary job impact.
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SECT N V

Summary Reports on Privatization
and Employment Policy

III In August and September, 1987 we conducted
telephone and personal interviews with officials
involved in the contracting out process in seven-
teen city and county governments. We selected
cities and counties that have very active contract-
ing out programs or programs that have unique
features.'

There were four objectives of these interviews:
1) We obtained from these jurisdictions what-

ever data were available on job displacement of
government workers resulting from contracting out
service delivery. Where available, we also assem-
bled data on how many employees obtained jobs
with the contractors and how many were
transferred to other government jobs. A summary
of the employment data we were able to obtain is
shown in Table 28.

2) We asked these local officials to provide us
with details pertaining to the contracting out em-
ployment policy in their cities or counties. Our
objective was to determine whether cities and
counties typically have formal employment poli-
cies to protect the rights of the affected govern-
ment workers, as the federal government does
under OMB Circular A-76.

3) We questioned the local officials as to how
much labor opposition they encountered when
they contracted out services. Our goal was to de-
termine which cities were most successful at mini-
mizing employee resistance to contracting, and
why.

4) Finally, we examined the benefits and pitfalls
that these local governments' experienced in con-
tracting out these services.

Summary Report #1
Fort Worth, Texas

Interviews with Charles Boswell, City Budget
Director
Charles Shaparo, Director of
Personnel

Fort Worth contracts out two major services:
solid waste disposal and janitorial services. To-
gether these contracts have a total price tag of over
$5 million. Unfortunately, the city was unable to
provide us with any specific numbers concerning
worker lay-offs. According to Charles Boswell, the
city does not have a formal contracting out em-
ployment policy. With both of these contracts,
however, the city negotiated an agreement with
the city workforce that there would be no layoffs.
According to Charles Shaparo, the city was suc-
cessful at "keeping lay-off levels low." Most of the
affected workers were transferred to other govern-
ment jobs.

Summary Report #2
Los Angeles County, California

Interviewed: Michael D. Antonovich, member
of the Board of Supervisors, Los
Angeles County

(Most of the details in this section come from two sources.
The first is a speech given by Michael Antonovich, at the
Heritage Foundation, June, 1987. Most of the statistics in this
section are from: Los Angeles County Economy and Efficiency

'Because this was not a random sample of cities and counties, it may not be valid to make conclusions about all local contracting
based upon the experiences of the seventeen cities studied.
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TAB E 28

job Displacement Resulting From Contracting Out in U.S. Cities and Counties
City/
County Service Year

# of affected
Workers

Transferred toAnother GQa_3Took job w/
Contractor

Laid-off
Or uit

% Laid-off
Or uit

Los Angeles County,
California Parking Garage 1982 90 N.A. NA. 32 35%

Hospital
Laundry 1983 142 N.A. NA. 0 0%
Hospital
Custodial 1983 25 NA. 0 0%
Food Service 1984 33 33 0 0%

Phoenix,
Arizona Sanitation 1981 96 NA. N.A. 2 2%

Custodial
Services 1977 40 40 0 0 0%

Newark,
New jersey Sanitation 1982 195 195 0 0%
Scottsdale,
Arizona

Custodial
Services 1982 10 N.A. NA. 0 0%

Fort Wayne,
Indiana Street Light

Maintenance 1975 75 4 71 0 0%
Solid Waste 1980 35 N.A. N.A. 0 0%

Gainesville,
Florie3 Fleet

Maintenance 1979 12 0 12 0 0%
Des Moines,
Iowa

Fleet
Maintenance 1984 73 34 39 0 0%
Parking Garage 1984 25 0 25 0 0%

Kentucky Parking Garage 1980 25 0 25 0 0%
New Orleans,
Louisiana Sanitation 1987 225 0 50 175 77%
Inkster,
Michigan Garbage

Collection 1965 35 35 0 0%
Bay County,
Florida Jail

Operations 1985 75 NA. 70 0 0%
Santa Fe County,
New Mexico Jail

Operations 1986 58 38 18 31%
Imperial Beach,
California Refuse Collection 1981 10 0 7 3 30% .

Police Department 1983 14 0 7 7 50%
Hamilton County,
Tennessee Penal Farm 1984 60 56 1 1%
Atlantic County,
New Jersey Juvenile

Delinquency Center 1984 10 3 6 1 10%

Nott2: An employee was classified as "Laid Off or Quit" if he/she was not offered a job by the government, and he/she did not go
to work for the contractor. This does not imply that the worker became unemployed.

sawn..
Also, the figures in this table are only estimates that were supplied to us by the cities and counties.

Commission, "Report on Contracting Policy in Los Angeles
County Government7 August, 1987)

II Los Angeles County has the largest contracting
out program of any jurisdiction in the country
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other than the federal government. It contracts out
over $800 million, or about 20 percent, of its $4.2
billion operating budget. The County estimates its
annual savings from contracting out to be $133



million. This is an average service cost reduction
of 36 percent from contracting out. Over 600 con-
tracts have been issued since 1980.

We investigated the County's "Proposition A'
contracting out program. Proposition A authorizes
officials to contract out services that were formerly
performed by employees of the County. This pro-
gram is distinct from the County's contracting of
services for which in-house provision is illegal or
infeasible. (The initiative was born in 1978 when it
was approved by 66 percent of County voters.)
Proposition A is a sizeable program: in 1985 these
contracts totaled $47 million, with savings of $24
million.

Most of the County's Proposition A contracts are
for routine commercial services readily available in
the private sector. According to a County review of
the program: "Eighty-four percent of the work con-
tracted consists of such internal services as custo-
dial work in County buildings, laundry and food
services, grounds maintenance, data entry, and
security guards." The majority of the government
jobs eliminated by contracting out in these areas
paid wages of less than $2,000 a month.

The County has maintained detailed records of
the subsequent job experiences of government
workers displaced as a result of Proposition A con-
tracting. A total of 1,320 workers since 1982 have
been impacted by these contracts. About 80 per-
cent of these workers were transferred to other
positions within the County government; about 10
percent went to work for the contractors, about 7
percent left the County government voluntarily,
and about 3 percent of the workers were laid off.
Of the three percent laid off, two percent went
back to work for the County within three years. A
1987 County Commission on the contracting out
program praised the avoidance of lay-offs, conclud-
ing that the "employee impact has been minimal."

Generally, the wages paid by contractors fall be-
low the wage rates paid by the County govern-
ment; and this is one major source of saving from
contracting out. For some contracts, such as food
service, however, contractor wages and benefits
were found to be equal to, or better than, those
offered by the county.

Los Angeles County's impressive achievement of
avoiding lay-offs desPite the magnitude of the con-
tracting out program, is in large part attributable to
its innovative employment policy for workers af-
fected by contracting out. The County has adopted
a formal employee-treatment strategy that is far
more innovative than that of any other city or
county we examined. Among its key features:

A de facto no lay-off policy for permanent
County employees affected by a service
contract.
Encouraging contractors to offer affected
County employees the "right of first refusal"
for job openings resulting from the contract.
A policy that in the event the County ern-
ployee rejects a job with the contractor, or is
not offered a job with the contractor, the
County is obliged to "find an internal vacancy
for the employee to fill." The labor force is
then reduced through normal attrition.
A requirement by the County Board of Super-
visors that 5 percent of the savings from con-
tracting out must be set aside for retraining
employees whose positions have been elimi-
nated due to contracting out.

The cornerstone of the Los Angeles County con-
tracting program is an assurance that all affected
workers will be provided alternative jobs with the
government, and then decreasing the size of the
government through attrition. Although this policy
worked well during the early stages of the Coun-
ty's contracting out efforts, there are now indica-
tions that moving affected workers to other County
jobs no longer results in cost savings, because the
County workforce is not shrinking. As the County
Commission reported in 1987:

The Board of Supervisors, the public, and
County managers must recognize that achieving
real cost savings through Proposition A contract-
ing means that current employees must leave
County service. . .

The County's work force and the proportion of
the County budget spent on salaries and benefits
of employees have increased since 1978 [the
year Proposition A was passed]. Attrition is too
slow. . . . Reassignment of personnel to
County jobs which could themselves be con-
tractPd does not reduce the work force. In addi-
tion it creates barriers to further contracting. To
achieve savings using Proposition A contracting,
the Board of Supervisors must find effective
means to reduce the [County] labor force. . .

The Commission advised that the policy of re-
ducing the government payroll through attrition is
no longer d viable policy approach if the 'Thunty
wants to expand its contracting out program. As
alternatives, it has issued the following recommen-
dations:

The County should provide outplacement ser-
vice, special termination pay, early retirement
incentives, and job training to affected work-
ers. The 5 percent set aside funds from con-
tract cost savings should be used to finance
these programs.



Preference should be given to the bids of pri-
vate contractors which agree to provide em-
ployment to affected workers. This forces the
County to explicitly recognize that when a
private firm offers to take on displaced govern-
ment employees, it confers an economic ben-
efit to the County, which ought to be weighed
into the selection process.
Public employees should be permitted and
encouraged to form private companies for the
purpose of bidding themselves for County
contracts. Currently it is illegal for County
employees to make a bid.
To raise in-house employee productivity, the
government agencies should compete with
private firms for contracts.

These recommendations are now under consid-
eration by the County's five member Board of
Supervisors.

Summary Report #3
Phoenix, Arizona

Interviews with: Ronald Jensen, Public Works
Director
Marty Martinez, Assistant
Public Works Director

Phoenix has been named "the most productive
city in America," and its unique contracting out
program is a reflection of this achievement.
Phoenix was the first city or county to require the
government agency to compete along-side the
private firms when it issues its RFPs (request for
proposals). This innovation has been subsequently
adopted by several other jurisdictions.

One of the primary benefits of this competitive
approach to contracting out is that it stimulates
impressive in-house productivity improvements
and cost savings. Forcing the city workers to com-
pete has generated cost reductions even in cases
where the city agency has submitted the lowest
bid.

In 1981, for example, tile-city converted a por-
tion of the city's garbage collection to contract
with a private firm, which had bid below the city
public works department. In 1984, the contract
expired and was rebid. Ronald Jensen, the Public
Works Director, described the attitude of the city
employees in preparation for the ensuing competi-
tion: "The city staff was out to win the contract
back. All potential cost cutting ideas were pursued
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in great detail as the competitive spirit prevailed.
. The latest new technology in equipment was

reviewed and evaluated with production increases
in mind." Competing against five private firms the
city public works department came in with an
annual price tag almost $1 million below the sec-
ond place finisher for a total savings to the city of
$6 million over thr- -4e of the contract.

There are two .1:0 .ts of this example that are
particularly relevan, to employment policy. First,
many of the sanitation workers started with the
Phoenix public works department, moved to the
private contractor in 1981 when the private firm
won the contract, and then moved back with the
government in 1985 when the government won
back the contract. Hence, continuity of employ-
ment was maintained.

Second, allowing the city to compete directly
with the private sector has enhanced employee
performance and according to Jensen, "the impact
on the morale of the Sanitation Division employ-
ees has been tremendous." This observation is of
particular interest given the common charge that
contracting out adversely affects the public em-
ployees' morale.

The experience with garbage collection was not
an isolated incident. Phoenix now contracts out
33 services with annual savings of approximately
$2 million. Other major services contracted out
include street maintenance and custodial services.
City officials were only able to supply us with
complete employment data for two of the city's
contracts. When the city contracted out garbage
collection in 1981, 96 employees were affected.
Only two of these workers left the city involuntar-
ily; the remainder either took a position with the
contractor or were placed elsewhere in the city. In
1978 Phoenix contracted out custodial services
impacting between 30 and 50 workers. None of
these workers was laid off; most were transferred
to the city's aviation department, which was grow-
ing rapidly at the time and could easily absorb the
additional workers.

The city's contracting out employment policy is
protective of worker's rights. According to Marty
Martinez, the city's RFPs stipulate that "the suc-
cessful company must offer new positions to dis-
placed city workers." In addition, the City Council
established a policy in 1980 assuring city employ-
ees that there would be no lay-offs as a result of
contracting out. Thanks to such steps, employee
resistance to contracting out in Phoenix has been
minimal.
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Summary Report #4
Newark, New Jersey

Interviews with: Frank Sudol, Chief of
Planning, Dept. of
Engineering
Jacob Weiss, Director of
Labor Relations

(Some of the information in this section was extracted from:
Frank Sudol and Alvin Zach, "The Newark Experience: Is
Contracting the Answer?" 1987, unpublished.)

Next to Los Angeles County, Newark, New
jersey now has the largest contracting out program
of any city or county in the United States. Its pub-
lic works department spends over $25 million
each year on contracts for services that at one time
were supplied in-house. The city currently has 19
public works service contracts for such functions
as solid waste collection, tree removal, street
sweeping, and computer data entry.

The city has adopted an approach to contracting
out that is in some ways similar to that of Phoenix,
in that the cornerstone of the initiative is "to pro-
mote competition." The city typically contracts out
only a portion of the service and retains an in-
house capability for the remaining portion. For
instance, the city contracts out 60 percent of its
sewer cleaning, 50 percent of its data entry opera-
tions, and 75 percew of its engineering design.
The advantage of this partial contracting approach,
states a city report, is that it creates "a heightened
awareness among private sector contractors and
public sector employees of the competitive nature
of the task."

Cost savings from contracting out have in some
cases been dramatic. For example, the city re-
cently hired an independent consultant to conduct
an extensive cost and performance comparison
between in-house and contracted solid waste col-
lection. The consultant concluded that contracting
out a segment of the city's solid waste collection
has saved the city over $900,000 over three years.
The cost of municipal collection was $47.77 per
ton, while the cost of private collection was
$39.43 per ton, or 21 percent lower. These cost
savings were attributed to several factors, three of
which were labor-related:

The employees of the private contractors were
more productive. The private employees col

lected 5.7 tons per-person, per-day versus 3.2
for the government employees.
The contractor's employees were younger and
"moved more quickly." The contractor's crews
collected 5.9 containers per minute while the
Sanitation Department crews collected 3.6
per minute.
The contractor could "more easily discipline
ineffective or inefficient employees."

The competitive aspect of these contracts now
appears to be yielding positive results for the city.
The consultant has noted that despite large initial
cost savings from solid waste contracting, "The
price gap between City crews and the contractor
has narrowed. City crews have become more
productive."

There were 195 city sanitation workers affected
by this garbage collection contract. All of these
city positions were terminated. However, as a con-
dition of the contract the winning firm "agreed to
take on all workers the city laid off," notes Jacob
Weiss, Director of Labor Relations for the city. The
contract did not specify a minimum length of time
that the private firm would have to employ these
workers, but simply mandated that the contractor
"give the workers an opportunity to perform."

According to Weiss, "the wages offered by the
private sector were substantially higher than the
wages paid by the Newark Sanitation Depart-
ment." However, compared with that of the city,
the contractor's fringe benefit package was far less
generous; for instance, it offered no health care
benefits.

In general, fringe benefits is a major area where
Newark reduces in-house costs by contracting out.
Fringe benefits in 1985 accounted for 40 percent
of the city's payroll. According to a report by the
Newark Engineering Department, "Private employ-
ees, even those with generous salaries, rarely re-
ceive equivalent benefits."

Frank Sudol states that despite that the city em-
ployees are unionized, "Public sector union oppo-
sition to contracting has not been overwhelming."
This is apparently attributable to two features of
the city's contracting out initiatives. First, there has
been no problem to date in moving affected work-
ers to other city jobs that open up through normal
attrition. Second, the city has adopted a "phase-in"
approach to contracting out. Sudol maintains that
this gradual contracting out policy has avoided
"the type of shock-treatment" that invites public
employee resistance to privatization.
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Summary Report #5
Scottsdale, Arizona

Interview with: Tom Davis, Assistant City
Manager

III Over the last ten wars, Scottsdale has con-
tracted out up to 40 percent of its municipal
budget, including contracts for park maintenance,
(..istodial services, health services, and some parts
of !ts mass transportation system. It was also the
ti,st city in the nation to contract out fire fighting
service. This aggressive contracting out policy has
resulted in a R.-iuction of the municipal work force
from a high of 100 employees per 10,000 popula-
tion down to 76 in 1983. Projections are that that
number will decline to 71 workers per 10,000
residents by 1989.

When Scottsdale contracted out custodial and
mowing services in the early 1980s, all of the
twelve affected workers were moved to other city
jobs, which had opened up due to normal attri-
tion. According to Tom Davis, assistant city man-
ager, the city has adopted an informal but "highly
visible" no lay-off policy when it contracts out a
service. Consequently Davis states that there has
been "no employee resistance to contracting out
in Scottsdale."

Summary Report #6
Imperial Beach, California

Interview with: Sherman Stenburg, City
Manager

Ili Imperial Beach began relying heavily on con-
tracting out to cut city costs in the late 1970s liter-
ally as a matter of economic survival. According to
Sherman Stenburg, the city manager, the loss of
tax revenues due to California's passage of Propo-
sition 13 in 1978 had "brought the city to the
point of bankruptcy. Contracting out was an at-
tempt to keep the city afloat." The figures back-up
this assessment: in 1981 the city had a $6 million
budget with only a $6,000 reserve fund. The city
had almost no funds to absorb the cost of even a
,ntno, Lmidopt contingency.

Imperiai Bc.ach now contracts out a long list of
inc iding law enforcement, refuse collec-

tion, ai,...ulance service, park maintenance, recre-
ational aLtivities, payroll preparation, and
accounting. The city work force has been reduced
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accordingly. In 1980 the city had 101 employees; it
now has bmween 30 and 40.

Imperial City is one of the few cities or counties
we examined that has experienced heavy lay-offs
as a result of contracting out. Examples:

When refuse collection was contracted out 3
of 10 workers were laid off.
Contracting out police service resulted in 7 of
14 workers being laid-off and the remaining 7
taking a job with the contractor.
The city's park maintenance contract led to all
5 impacted workers being laid-off.

The city's employment policy was not very pro-
tective of workers affected by contracting out. Lay-
offs were made in conformance with the public
employee union's collective bargaining agreement,
which established bumping rights based upon
seniority. The city established a reinstatement pol-
icy also based upon seniority. In addition, the city
was not in a position to move affected workers to
other government jobs, because the purpose of the
contracting out strategy was to immediately reduce
the city's budget, and moving affected workers to
other government jobs would have delayed
savings.

One of the major sources of savings from these
contracts arose from reductions in the city's cost of
providing fringe benefits. According to Stenburg,
"The city's fringe benefits had gotten out of line
with the private sector." The private providers who
took over provision of government services gener-
ally offered less generous fringe b'.1-iefits. The sala-
ries paid to the employees of the private
contractors, however, were comparable.

Understandably, the city encountered "consider-
able union opposition" to its contracting out pro-
gram, but according to Stenburg, "in most cases
economic arguments prevailed." Only with the
contracting of law enforcement was union opposi-
tion an impediment to contracting outbut al-
though it slowed the process, it did not prevent it
from taking place.

With the city's economic crisi now well behind
it, we inquired whether there are plans to transfer
services back in-house, We were told that to date
no such movement has developed. Two reasons
were given. First, the cost savings to the city from
contracting out are now well-documented and
substantial. Second, Stenburg indicates that "con-
tractors are doing a good or excellent job at deliv-
ering services."
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Summary Report #7
La Mirada, California

interviewed: Robert C. Dominguez, Assistant
City Manager

(Some of the statistics in this section were taken from: C.
David Peters, City Councilman, "Contracting for Services: The
La Mirada Experience," no date.)

La Mirada, California has relied heavily on
contracting out from the day the city was incorpo-
rated in 1960. One of the reasons the city incorpo-
rated independently was to bring down tax rates
and reduce the cost of government services; hence
the pressure to contract out was immediately
present. According to Robert Dominguez, assistant
city manager, "During incorporation, the newly-
elected City Council went on record and adopted
a policy that essentially said the city would retain
a small work force and emphasize contracting
whenever possible."

This philosophy continues to prevail today. Al-
most every commercial municipal service is con-
tracied out. The city currently has 64 service
coitracts. It hires only 75 full time employees for a
population of over 40,000.

The city does not have a formal contracting out
employment policy, however. Most of La Mirada's
services have always been contracted out, so in
most cases there is no existing labor force to dis-
place. The city's policy, states City Councilman
David Peters, "has been that the quality of service
is most important to the residents, regardless of
who provides it" Peters lists several advantages to
the city of contracting out services that are related
to employment:

City personnel costs are kept very low.
Contractors are "easier to control than city
employees."
City managers are "more objective with a
contractor than with their own employees."
The city does not have to deal with unionized
government employees, who "today have be-
come a political force, a pressure group in the
community."
Contractors are more flexible than the
bureaucracy.
With a small work force, the city is able to
offer high pay and generous benefits to the
few employees it does hire, thus attracting
high quality workers.

The La Mirada experience suggests that contract-
ing out can be mc -4 economical and meets with
the least political resistance in young cities or rap-

idly growing cities that have not yet built up a
large in-house service capability. Contracting out
for new or expanded services avoids the job dis-
placement issue altogether. In such cases, the deci-
sion to contract out or provide services in-house is
entirely depoliticized. It can be based purely on
quality of service and cost reduction factors, as has
been the case in La Mirada for the past 25 years.

Summary Report #8
New Orleans, Louisiana

Interviews with: Jack Be lsorn, Director of Civil
Service
Pat Kolowski, Director of
Sanitation

New Orleans contracts out two major services,
garbage collection and janitorial services. We were
able to obtain detailed information about the city's
garbage collection contract that was put out for
contract for a second time early this year.

The major force behind the decision to contract
out garbage collection was to cut down on the
costs of city services. The New Orleans economy
had been slumping for the past twelve months and
according to Jack Be Isom, Director of Civil Ser-
vice, the city has faced "insurmountable budget
problems." The city employees resisted this deci-
sion to contract out, but ultimately, fiscal consider-
ations left no other option.

Few labor protections were extended to the 225
affected city workers, although the city did retain
the administrative staff and stipulated in the con-
tract that the winning contractorAmerican
Wastemust offer employees the right of first re-
fusal for any new job openings. American Waste
had 110 job openings, and 50 of the affected work-
ers applied and were hired. The remaining 175
employees were laid off. A number of these laid-
off workers took advantage of the city's early retire-
ment option.

There were special circumstances surrounding
this contract that explain why so few employees
took jobs with the private contractor. Under city
control, the garbage collectors worked a 4 hour
shift. Most of the employees either picked up two
routes with the city, or held a second job. The jobs
available with American Waste involved an eight
hour shift. So many of the affected workers who
were "laid-off" in fact were not rendered unem-
ployed, but simply preferred to work at their sec-
ond jobs.
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The salaries and benefits offered to the workers
who joined the contractor were "substantially
higher with the private sector," according to Pat
Kolowski, director of sanitation. Wages, for exam-
ple, were about 20 percent to 25 percent higher
with American Waste.

An interesting development with this contract
was that the unions actually worked with the city
to get the contract issued, even though the private
contractor would be employing fewer workers. We
were told that the reason for the union support of
this contract was that while only about 30 percent
of the city's garbage collectors were unionized,
private sector garbage collection in the city is a
union shop, with 100 percent of the employees in
the union. Contracting out, therefore, strengthened
the private union while adversely affecting many
former city sanitation employees.

This year New Orleans has tried to contract out
its emergency medical services, but fierce em-
ployee protests have so far blocked the initiative.
The large scale lay-offs experienced with previous
city contracts, such as with the garbage collection
contract, have created an extremely hostile climate
to contracting out among the city's work force. The
lesson here is that if contracting out takes place
without regard to the fears and concerns of the
affected workers, subsequent contracting efforts
may be stifled by a resistant public employee
union.

Summary Report #9
Fort Wayne, Indiana

Interview with: Carl O'Neal, Director of
Transportation

II Fort Wayne contracts out for solid waste dis-
posal and street light maintenance. The street light
maintenance contract was issued in 1975 and af-
fected 75 workers. The union contract prohibited
worker lay-offs. Consequently, Indiana and Michi-
gan, the private contractor, agreed as a condition
of the contract to hire 71 of these workers; the
remaining 4 were transferred to other government
agencies.

Solid waste disposal was contracted out in 1980
by splitting the city into two zones and issuing a
separate contract for each. The idea behind hiring
two contractors, says Carl O'Neal, the city's direc-
tor of transportation, was to "make the two firms
competitive." A total of 35 city workers were dis-
placed by the contracts, but there were no lay-offs;
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most of the workers were moved to other positions
inside the city government. Finding employment
for these workers was handled with relative ease,
because Fort Wayne has the fastest growing popu-
lation of any city of its size in the nation, and the
municipal government labor force has grown
accordingly.

This case study suggests that contracting out can
be a particularly attractive option for expanding
cities. When the city labor force is expanding,
transferring affected workers to other government
positions can be handled with minimal labor ten-
sion and only slight added expense to the city.

Summary Report #10
Indianapolis, Indiana

Interview with: Donald McPherson, Director
of Administration

Indianapolis contracts out several commercial
services, including such activities as vehicle main-
tenance and janitorial services. For the most part
the city has limited its contracting out activities to
services that have traditionally been provided by
private firris, or to in-house services that need to
be expand ?d. Unfortunately, the city was unable
to supply Us with any employment data. According
to Donaldi icPherson, the Director of Administra-
tion, the city Joes not have a formal employment
treatment policy for workers who are affected by
contracting, but has instead "an unwritten no lay-
off policy." The city is also required in its collec-
tive bargaining agreements to notify the unions in
advance when a service is to be contracted out.

Summary Report #11
Gainesville, Florida

Interview with: Pete Snyder, Director of
Human Resources

IIII Gainesville has successfully contracted out a
wide range of municipal services, including fire
fighting, garbage collection, fleet maintenance,
janitorial services, engineering services, and em-
ployee training.

We were able to obtain employment data for
one of these contracts: automobile a:-I truck
maintenance. Gainesville contracted out fleet
maintenance in 1979 to ARA Services Inc., result-
ing in the displacement of 13 government mechan-
ics. All of these workers took jobs with the



contractor. The contract required only that ARA
retain these workers for a minimum of thirty days,
and most of them eventually rejoined the city
work force to perform different jobs. Yet no work-
ers were laid off as result of the contract. Pete Sny-
der, Director of Human Resources, told us that the
city's philosophy is to "find displaced workers jobs
with the government rather than turn them onto
the streets."

The contract with ARA has saved the county an
estimated $200,000. These savings are largely
attributable to improved preventative maintenance
and fewer repeated repairs. The success of this
contract has attracted wide interest, including fea-
tures in Time magazine, and the Wall Street
Journal.

Gainesville's official contracting out employment
policy is now written into the language of its un-
ion employment contracts. This policy explicitly
establishes the management's right to contract out
servicef, while the city promises to "be responsive
to the affected workers" and notify the unions in
advance of any management plans to issue new
service contracts.

Summary Report #12
Des Moines, Iowa

Interview with: Sy Carney, City Manager
Des Moines, Iowa has contracted out two ser-

vicesfleet maintenance and parking garages
that were formerly handled by government em-
ployees. Both of these contracts have been
recognized as models of success.

When city officials announced in 1984 their
intention to contract out fleet maintenance they
encountered what city manager Sy Carney de-
scribes as "a lot of employee resistance." Seventy-
three employees were in jeopardy of losing their
jobs, and as Carney tells the story, their opposition
was so intense that "the only way we could issue
the contract was by establishing a no lay-off pol-
icy." Of the 73 affected workers, 39 eventually
accepted jobs with the contractor, and the remain-
ing employees were transferred to other city jobs.
For the workers who went to work with the win-
ning private firm, salaries and benefit levels were
raised by between 10 percent and 20 percent
above their government compensation, estimates
Carney.

This is the largest fleet maintenance contract in
the country and it has been so successful that sev-
eral other cities have studied the situation in Des
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Moines and subsequently contracted out the ser-
vice in their cities. The contract saves the city
$450,000 per year. Moreover, according to Carney,
the private contractor has "outstanding preventa-
tive maintenance" procedures that both cut down
on repair costs and reduce the down time of the
city's vehicles. The contractor's procedures are
highly automated, requiring fewer employees. Car-
ney concludes, "the quality of the service is better
than under government operations."

The city experienced similar success in contract-
ing out its parking garage operations in 1984.
Twenty-five parking attendants were affected by
this contract; all of them went to work for the pri-
vate vendor as a condition of the contract. Today,
the contractor employs 15 attendants; we were not
able to find out the employment history of the
other ten employees. Carney believes that the
wages of these workers were "comparable to their
government salaries." The contract saves the city
$150,000 annually.

This case study clearly demonstrates the impor-
tance of establishing a no lay-off clause when a
city contemplates contracting out a service. Before
this policy was adopted by the city, union resist-
ance effectively blocked the contract. But by assur-
ing workers that their jobs were not at risk,
contract deliberations went smoothly, to the bene-
fit of the city, the contractors, and the workers.

Summary Report #13
Santa Fe County, New Mexico

Interview with: Pete Garcia, Finance Director
In 1986, Santa Fe became one of the first cities

or counties in the U.S. to contract out its jail to a
private companyCorrections Corporation of
America (CCA). A total of 58 workers were dis-
placed by the contract. To preempt opposition to
the contract, the county insisted as a term of the
bid proposal that the winning private firm must
hire all current employees of the county. Before
the issue of job security was settled, county em-
ployees had put up enormous resistince to the
privatization idea. Once agreement was reached,
opposition was significantly reduced. According to
one of the county jail employees, quoted in the
Santa Fe New Mexican shortly after the terms of
the contract were determined, "Basically the worst
is over. The real issue was our jobs and I think we
have them."

All the 58 workers were offered jobs with CCA;
about two-thirds accepted. A few remained in
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other jobs with the county, while the remainder
sought jobs elsewhere in the private sector. The
pay scales of the CCA were "comparable to the
county pay rates," according to County Finance
Director Pete Garcia.

The benefits package that CCA offered was more
generous than the county's. CCA promised to as-
sume the employee's accrued vacation, offered
dental and disability benefits that were superior to
the county's, gave 10 paid holidays, 12 days of an-
nual leave, and 12 sick days. The employees also
were offered the chance to participate in an Em-
ployee Stock Ownership Plan (ESOP).

Pete Garcia's overall assessment of the contract
is that "performance has been very favorable. Op-
erations are more professional now." The contract
will save the city $1.2 million over 3 years.

Summary Report #14
Louisville, Kentucky

Interview with: Dan Dues, Assistant Director
of Public Works

Louisville has contracted out its parking garage
operations since 1980. Dan Dues, the Assistant
Director of Public Works recalls that the 25 city
attendants put up "some resistance to the contract
due to the uncertainty as to what would happen
with their jobs," To overcome the unionized work-
ers' fears, the city included a bid specification that
required the private contractor to hire all displaced
workers and "provide the same level of benefits."
The private contractor was legally mandated to
employ these workers for a minimum of six
months. Initially, all 25 workers joined the private
contractor workforce; unfortunately, the city had
no information as to how long they stayed in these
private sector jobs.

The motivation behind these comprehensive
labor protection clauses was that the Public Works
Department "wanted to avert potential contracting
out labor problems down the road," says Dan
Dues.

Summary Report #15
Inkster, Michigan

Interviewed: John Bloodworth, Public Works
Director

Twenty years ago, Inkster, Michigan (population
40,000) abandoned its in-house garbage collection
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capability and contracted out the service to a pri-
vate trash hauler. At the time, Inkster had a sanita-
tion work force of 35 employees. As a term of the
contract, the private vendor agreed to hire all 35
workers. An interesting additional requirement of
the contract was that the contractor had to pur-
chase the city's garbage trucks.

According to Public Works Director, John
Bloodworth, "at the time the contract was met
with much employee opposition." But Bloodworth
feels that the employees fared better in the private
sector. The workers made the same base salary but
were put on an incentive pay system, which al-
lowed them to accrue sizeable bonuses. In addi-
tion, the typical private garbage collector works a
six hour day, versus 8 hours when the city pro-
vided the service. The original contract resulted in
"substantial savings" for the city, and has been
renewed several times.

Summary Report #16
Hamilton County, Tennessee

Interviewed: "Flop" Fuller, Director of
Corrections

(Some of the details in this section come from: Charles Logan,
Proprietary Prisons, unpublished manuscript, National Insti-
tute of Justice, 1987.)

In 1984, Hamilton County contracted out its
medium-security penal farmthe Silverdale De-
tention Centerto Corrections Corporation of
America. Of the 60 affected county employees, all
were hired by CCA, except for one employee who
left the area and one who remained with the
county government. All of the workers who went
to work for CCA received a pay increase, were
enrolled into an employee stock ownership plan,
and received comparable fringe benefits to those
provided by the County. The pension benefits of-
fered by the private contractor, however, were
lower than those offered by the county.

According to Flop Fuller, the County Director of
Corrections and the individual responsible for
monitoring the contractor's performance, "about
95 percent of the employees were opposed to pri-
vatization." As required by the contract, CCA of-
fered jobs to the 60 affected county workers.
However, within two years, thirty of tho workers
had left-20 of whom found better jobs, and 10 of
whom were terminated. CCA now has a staff of 80
working at the detention center. This employment
increase is due in part to the growth in the prison
population.
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Despite the hardships encountered by some of
the employees, the contract has worked out well
for the county. Prior to privatization, it had cost
the county approximately $25 per-inmate per-day
to operate the center. Corrections Corporation
charges about $21 per day. In the first year, the
company implemented 74 cost-cutting innovations
at the detention center. In addition, CCA has fi-
nanced $1 million worth of renovations to the fa-
cility, even though it is still owned by the county.

Summary Report #17
Atlantic County, New Jersey

Interviews with: Glen Mawdy, Deputy County
Commissioner
Tor, McGardle, Project
Manager, RCA Services Co.

III In 1984, Atlantic County contracted out its
juvenile delinquency center to RCA Services Com-
pany. From the beginning, the county adopted an
employee-treatment strategy that was extremely
favorable to the workers. One of the conditions of
the contract was that any of the 10 unionized em-
ployees who were displaced would be made an
offer to work for the private contractor. As Glen
Mawdy, Deputy County Commissioner tells the
story, "We sat down and met with the employees,
kept them informed, and assured them that none
of them would lose their jobs." As a consequence,
"there was not much opposition by the employees.
In fact they were pretty receptive."

Aside from the fact that the city management
communicated closely with the city workers
throughout the contracting process, a second rea-
son the employees were receptive to the initiative
was that the center was not being run well by the
county. RCA enlarged the operations of the center,
and assured the employees who went to work for
them that they would not suffer a pay reduction
many, in fact, received a pay raise. According to
RCA representative Tom McGardle, the only fea-
ture of private employment that was less attractive
to workers was that "benefits were reduced." The
county offered more generous health benefits,
retirement plans, and dental coverage.

Glen Mawdy states, "For the most part the con-
tract went well." Cost savings were substantial; by
hiring RCA, "the county knocked $500,000 out of
its annual budget." Unfortunately, two years after
the contract was issued, the New Jersey State
Attorney General ruled that the county could not

legally contract out this aspect of corrections. The
contract was, therefore, terminated and the service
was moved back in-house. Most of the RCA work-
ers transferred back to the county government.

Discussion
III These summary reports shed some additional
light on many of the issues raised in the literature
outlined in Section III. For instance, our discus-
sions with public officials from these seventeen
cities and counties supported our earlier assump-
tions that local governments contract out primarily
to save money. In all but a few cases, the cities and
counties realized the savings that were projected.
In most cases, the service performance was rated
equal, or superior, to the quality that residents had
received under government operations.

Several tentative conclusions can be drawn from
the contracting out experiences of these seventeen
cities and counties regarding the employment
issue:

1) In almost all cases the initial reaction of af-
fected government workers to the contracting out
proposal was hostile. Job security was their princi-
pal concern.

2) There were few worker lay-offs resulting from
contracting out in the majority of the cities and
counties we investigated. Most cities established a
no lay-off policy as a condition of the contract to
protect the job security of their existing work
force. In only two of the seventeen cases studied
were workers' jobs terminated without the govern-
ment agency arranging alternative employment
opportunities for the displaced workers. In both of
these instances, contracting out had been initiated
because the city or county was experiencing se-
vere fiscal strain.

3) Most cities do not have formal employment
policies, but instead deal with the employment
issue on an ad hoc basis. Typically, the employ-
ment treatment policy was included in the terms
of the contract. Only a few cities had established
formal no lay-off policies.

4) Those cities with the most accommodating
contracting out employment treatment strategies
generally contracted out the most services and
confronted the least political resistance to privat-
ization. In a few cases where cities had laid off
workers after contracting out a service, unions'
opposition to subsequent efforts to contract out
grew more intense. In one instance this height-
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ened resistance successfully impeded a city's plan
to contract out a service.

5) Most of the cities and counties we contacted
do not contract out for the provision of existing in-
house service capability, but for expanded or new
services. Contracting out these services does not
significantly affect the existing work force and thus
generates minimal political resistance.

6) It was quite common for the government
agencies to require the contractor to offer affected
employees the right of first refusal to private sector
jobs opening up as a result of the contract. By
guaranteeing employees these jobs, worker oppo-
sition to contracting out was lessened, although
not eliminated.

7) Another common approach to the issue of
job security for affected workers was to transfer
workers to other government jobs made available
through attrition. For most cities this employment
strategy worked well. Based upon the observations
of the public officials we interviewed, workers
preferred this approach to taking a job with the
contractor, because it involved less disruption and
uncertainty.

8) Reducing the work force through attrition was
not a viable strategy for all cities. For instance, Los
Angeles County indicated that its contracting out
program was so extensive that attrition was insuffi-
cient to absorb all of the workers that were af-
fected by contracts. Thus, for cities with an
advanced contracting out program in place, reas-
signing workers could cancel or delay ,?xpected
savings from additional privatization. Also, if em-
ployees are moved to other government commer-
cial functions, efforts to contract out those services
may be impeded.

9) In virtually every case for which we could
obtain data, the wage rates of contracted employ-
ees were higher or equal to the wage rates of the
government workers. Contract employees were
often placed under an incentive pay system where
their wages were based in part on performance.
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10) The fringe benefits offered by the private
contractors were normally less generous than
those offered hy government agencies. Health and
retirement benefits were commonly mentioned as
being higher in the public sector. In some in-
stances, however, the contractor offered better
benefits.

11) Where measurements were available, private
contract workers had higher productivity levels
than their counterparts in the government agen-
cies. This was often cited as a major factor ac-
counting for the reduced costs of the private
contractor.

12) In cases where government workers joined
the contractor's work force, they often stayed for
less than two years. It is not clear whether this was
because of dissatisfaction with the contractor, con-
tractor dissatisfaction with them, or because they
received better job offers elsewhere. In many in-
stances, the employees eventually returned to the
government work force.

13) Stock purchase options and Employee Stock
Ownership Plans (ESOPs) proved to be increas-
ingly common forms of compensation offered by
private contractors to entice government workers
to join their firms. Typically the workers were of-
fered a small number of free shares of the compa-
ny's stock with the option of buying additional
shares at a discount. We were unable to determine
whether this was viewed by employees as an at-
tractive inducement to work for the private
contractor,

14) Allowing the in-house government agency
and its workers to compete side-by-side against
private bidders was standard procedure for three of
the cities we examined. Officials informed us that
one advantage of this approach was that it puts the
government work force in a competitiw mode,
thus stimulating productivity improvements. They
also noted that employee resistance to contracting
out appeared to decline when the work force rec-
ognized it had been given an equal opportunity to
compete.



SECTION V

Policy Recommendations

The displacement of government employees is
probably the most controversial issue associated
with the policy of contracting out government ser-
vices. When this issue is not satisfactorily re-
solved, it can be a formidable obstacle for jurisdic-
tions that are attempting to privatize government
services. Indeed, on numerous occasions attempts
to contract out services have been thwarted be-
cause of vehement resistance by public employee
groups, as discussed in Section I. In most of these
cases the public officials had failed to develop an
acceptable employee treatment strategy.

Public officials at all levels of government
federal, state, county, and cityhave tended to
underestimate the importance of the employment-
related issues associated with privatization. Be-
cause contracting out is primarily driven by the
desire to reduce costs, officials have generally fo-
cused their attention on the bottom line budget
impact of contracting out, giving too little concern
to the politics of contracting out. While laying off
government workers may make budgetary sense, it
can be a serious political mistake that casts a long
shadow over future contracting out efforts.

Our overall recommendation, therefore, is that
governments confront the employment issue head
on by developing formal employment policies for
workers affected by contracting out. The employ-
ment policy should establish procedures for pro-
tecting the job security of all affected government
workers. Laying off workers almost always gener-
ates enormous opposition to contracting out and
should be avoided except for the rare cases where
there clearly is no alternative. Establishing a formal
employment policy that addresses the fears and
concerns of the government workforce, helps to
diffuse the initial opposition to contracting out
proposals.

Based upon our case studies of seventeen cities
and counties, we identified a number of employ-
ment treatment strategies that won the approval of
the local public employees and thus removed a
major impediment to this alternative delivery ap-
proach. It appears that each of these strategies can
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be adopted without sacrificing the budget savings
that arise from contracting out.

1) Target new services and major
expansions of existing services for
contracting out.
II The majority of the cities and counties we
studied concentrated their contracting out efforts
on new or expanded services. This policy has two
advantages. First, there is no employee impact
when a new or expanded service is contracted
out. And second, once the government develops
an in-house capability and hires a staff to perform
a service, government officials are understandably
reluctant to contract out the function in the future.
Contracting out new services generates signifi-
cantly less political resistance than contracting out
existing services.

For cities with growing populations and increas-
ing demand for government services this strategy is
particularly appropriate. The government can pro-
vide the service for some residents, and a contrac-
tor for others.

2) Whenever possible establish a "no
lay-off" contracting out policy.
I In the seventeen cases we investigated, em-
ployee resistance to contracting out was minimal
in cities where the government jobs of existing
employees were secure. A no lay-off policy is good
politics, since it redresses the primary grievance of
the public work force. Moreover, it reduces the
likelihood of a union rallying the public against
contracting out by charging that *he policy is in-
sensitive to government workers.

3) Reduce the government work force
through attrition rather than lay-offs.

Most cities at the forefront of the clntracting
out movement rely on normal attrition rates to
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reduce the public work force, rather than laying off
affected workers. This may delay potential cost
savings, but by eliminating the worst fear of gov-
ernment workers, the strategy increases the
chances that privatization will be a success, thus
assuring that the cost savings will ultimately be
achieved.

There is strong evidence, in fact, that laying off
workers costs the government more than relying
on normal attrition to reduce the work force.
Greenhalgh (1978) compared the cost savings of a
reduction in force of 100 workers in the State of
New York achieved through lay-offs, on the one
hand, and an attrition policy on the other. When
factors such as lost productivity, retraining costs,
unemployment insurance chargebacks, lost state
income tax revenues, and other costs were taken
fully into account, Greenhalgh found that for every
$1 million in payroll reductions, the net budget
savings under a lay-off strategy was about
$400,000, while the net savings under an attrition
policy was approximately $500,000. Greenhalgh
concluded that "in the average situation, the lay-
off strategy is not cost-effective as compared with
a planned attrition strategy" (emphasis in original).

For most cities with average employee turnover
rates, an attrition policy is feasible. Annual attri-
tion rates in government are about 5 percent per
year; tew jurisdictions contract out 5 percent of
their government jobs in a year.

Of course, there are drawbacks to an attrition
policy. Most notably the skill requirements of posi-
tions that open up through attrition often do not
closely match the skills of workers available to be
transferred into those openings. Hence, an attrition
policy typically involves retraining costs. These
factors must be weighed into the decision as to
whether to lay off workers, or to move them to
other government jobs.

4) Require contractors to offer the
right of first refusal to affected
government employees for all job
openings.

Requiring the private contractor to offer the
right of first refusal for new job openings assures
government employees that they will have a rea-
sonable chance to obtain jobs in the private sector
for which they are fully trained. As Table 28
(shown earlier) demonstrates, a large percentage of
employees affected by contracting out in the
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seventeen cities and counties we studied eventu-
ally took a job with the private contractor. This
policy can also reduce retraining and other transi-
tion expenses facing the government.

Most cities requiring private contractors to offer
the right of first refusal to displaced government
workers have established this policy in addition to,
rather than as a substitute for, a no lay-off policy. In
these jurisdictions, if a displaced worker declines a
job with the contractor he is guaranteed a job with
the government.

5) Give priority consideration during
the competitive bidding process to
firms that agree to hire displaced
government workers.
I By offering to hire the displaced government
work force, the contractor removes a substantial
cost from the shoulders of the government. The
government realizes immediate payroll reductions
and it does not have to retrain or reassign the af-
fected workers.

Los Angeles County now has under consider-
ation a policy to reward contractors for promising
to hire displaced government workers. During the
bidding process, bonus points would be awarded
to firms that agree to hire the County employees.
This innovation should be adopted by jurisdictions
that wish to pursue aggressive contracting
programs.

6) Encourage government employees
to form private companies to provide
government services.

Government workers in some cases may be
willing and capable of performing their jobs under
contract with the agency, rather than as employees
of the government. This may result in a "win-win"
situation where the city obtains the service at less
cost and the employees earn profits from the
contract.

The federal government ;.; currently crafting a
plan, called Fed Co-Op, which would allow fed-
eral workers to form ESOPs and to make bids
themselves on federal contracts. As an added in-
centive for employees to go private, the federal
agencies would give the workers a sole source
contract for up to 3 years, after which time the
contract would be bid under normal competitive
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procedures. Another incentive under consideration
in the plan is to turn over to the employees at a
discounted price the federal agency's capital assets
used to perform the service.

On the local level, a number of cities, such as
San Francisco, have allowed city employees to
provide a service under private contract with the
city Sacramento County, California contracted in
1980 with former government employees to pro-
vide park and recreational services. After the first
year, the former employees tripled the number of
recreational programs and reduced program costs
by 57 percent (Cowden, 1982).

Some cities and counties, however, prohibit this
practice. These restrictions should be lifted and
employees advised how to form their own
companies.

7) Protect transferred employees
against pay reductions.

Displaced employees transferred to other gov-
ernment jobs in many instances are placed into
lower grade positions with reduced earnings. To
avoid employee discontent arising from this, gov-
ernments should consider not only a no lay-off
policy, but a guarantee to workers that their earn-
ings will not decline, even if they move to lower
skilled positions. Several of the cities we inter-
viewed have established a "no pay-cut" policy. In
some cases, however, governments may face equal-
pay-for-equal-work obstacles to this proposal.

8) Allow the city agency to compete
alongside the private sector during the
competitive bidding process.

The primary motivation for contracting out ser-
vices in most cities is to save money. And these
budgetary saving are attributable mainly to the
pressure of competition. Thus, it makes budget
sense to allow the government agency to compete
for a contract under the same rules as the private
firms. If the government agency can outperform
the private contractors, it should be awarded the
contract. The Phoenix experiment indicates that
allowing the government agency to prepare a bid
enhances the integrity of the bidding process and
can lead to dramatic improvements in the effi-
ciency of the public sector.

Allowing the agency to compete also has had a

dramatic impact on reducing government em-
ployee opposition to the contracting out process.
Employees feel they have been given a fair shot at
the contract when the agency competes. Moreover,
allowing the government agency to compete has
been demonstrated in Phoenix to enhance govern-
ment productivity. Ronald Jensen, director of pub-
lic works, insists: "Involvement breeds
commitment, and by involving all employees in a
team effort, we have been successful in providing
the most cost-effective services for the Phoenix
taxpayer."

9) Tie management pay levels to
productivity improvements and cost
reduction to encourage contracting
out.

In most cities and counties managers have an
incentive to engage in bureaucratic empire-
building because their pay and prestige is linked
to the number of employees they haw working
beneath them. This incentive structure runs con-
trary to the objective of contracting out, and is one
reason why many managers are unenthusiastic
about the strategy. According to former U.S. De-
partment of Labor Secretary William Brock (1987),
"Our line managers perceive the A-76 contracting
out process as providing a lot of work with little
return."

To redress this problem, managers' pay scales
should be based upon reductions in the cost of
providing the agency's services, either in-house or
by the private sector. Both Los Angeles County and
Phoenix reward bonuses on the basis of cost re-
ductions due to contracting out. This approach has
sparked interest among middle management in
promoting the concept.

10) Set aside a percentage of the
savings from contracting out for job
retraining and placement.

The key to reducing the government work force
after contracting out a service is to place these
workers in jobs in the private sector. A percentage
of the savings from contracting out services should
be set aside for this purpose. Los Angeles County
currently reserves 5 percent of the contracting out
savings for a retraining account fund.
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11) Offer early retirement benefit
packages to workers displaced by
contracts.
III Several cities that we studied have reduced the
government work force by offering generous early
retirement packages to affected employees. Offer-
ing early retirement can often be less expensive for
the city than retraining or transferring personnel.
We found that offering early retirement to dis-
placed workers was a common practice in the
seventeen cities we studied. Los Angeles County
funds early retirement incentives out of contracting
cost savings, for instance.

12) Reimburse public employees for
lost pension benefits as a result of
leaving the government.

One of the most important ways in which pub-
lic employees stand to lose when they leave the
government to work for a contractor is through
forfeited pension benefits. Retirement benefits
compose a very large percentage of total labor
compensation in most county and municipal gov-
ernments. This gives service workers a powerful
motivation to stay with th.2 government and resist
contracting out. One possible solution is to give to
employees who leave the government as a result of
contracting out an annuity worth the employee's
accumulated pension benefits. This annuity could
then be cashed in upon retirement.

An alternative would be to make government
pension benefits portable, so that service workers
could move into the private sector without it af-
fecting their accumulated retirement benefits. The
federal government recently revised its public em-
ployee pension program to make benefits more
portable.
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13) Reserve all in-house service job
openings for workers displaced due to
contracting out.
1111 One method of insuring that employees re-
ceive jobs that open up through normal attrition is
to create an in-house priority placement program,
which reserves job openings for displaced work-
ers. For large cities and counties with large labor
forces, it may be necessary to create "stopper lists"
for service job vacancies in the government. This
facilitates the matching of skills of displaced work-
ers with available governmentjob opportunities.
The U.S. Department of Defense has implemented
this policy for several years; it helps account for its
low level of job displacements

14) Begin planning the privatization
process far in advance.
111 The vast majority of the cities we interviewed,
that had successful contracting out programs, used
a "phase in" approach to contracting out. In

Newark, for example, only a portion of the activi-
ties eligible for contracting out were selected each
year for privatization. The purpose of this "go
slow" policy is to avoid a dramatic one-time shift
in service provision from the public to the private
sector, which might lead to vehement protests
from unions and elected officials.

This strategy allows the government agency to
plan well in advance the services that it will target
for contracting out. This also means that public
officials can prepare for the transfer of employees
of contracted pos:tior:i to other similar service
occupations, and avoid hiring new workers for ser-
vices primed for contracting out. Prudent planning
of this kind minimizes disruption of the work force
and maximizes the productive usage of affected
personnel. Fix ler (1987) reports that Phoenix "be-
gins planning to accommodate employee transfers
up to a year and a half before a possible privatiza-
tion program goes into effect."
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Summary

Il The most common form of privatization on the
local level of government is contracting out. Every
indication is that contracting out has become an
increasingly common management tool for cities
and counties. Between 1972 and 1982, the dollar
amount of local government contracts with local
governments more than tripled. Likewise, the per-
centage of cities contracting out a wide range of
municipal services, ranging from refuse collection
to data processing, has risen dramatically since
1973. This upward trend in contracting out ap-
pears likely to continue over the next ten to twenty
years. By the war 2000 private sector contracts
with governments are expected to be as high as $3
trillion, according to an estimate by the accounting
firm Touche Ross.

One of the most controversial issues associated
with contracting out is: What will happen to the
jobs of government employees .vho formerly per-
formed the service? Governnient employees have
traditionally vigorously protested contracting out
because they fear they will become unemployed
or they will suffer reductions in wages and benefits
if they are forced to work for a private contractor.

This public employee opposition has in the past
turned the contracting out alternative into a politi-
cal hot potato for government officials to handle.
In a recent survey of government managers
(Touche Ross, 1987) 47 percent of the respondents
listed "union or employee resistance" as a major
impediment to contracting out services. Unions
have proven themselves formidable obstacles to
privatization in the past, through such methods as
winning court injunctions to prevent a jurisdiction
from contracting and by engaging in public rela-
tions campaigns to turn the citizens against pro-
posed contracts.

The lesson of these incidents is that government
managers who wish to contract out services on a
broad scale must first satisfactorily address the
employment concerns of government workers. In
cities with a heavily unionized workforce it is ex-
tremely difficult to contract out services if the pub-

lic employee union is strongly opposed to the
concept.

Based upon our exhaustive survey of the litera-
ture and our interviews with local officials from
seventeen cities and counties that are heavily de-
pendent upon the private sector to deliver ser-
vices, we have come to the following conclusions
on the impact of contracting out on employment:

1) The number of government workers
who ultimately lose their jobs because
of service contracts is quite small.
I The most reliable studies on this subject have
examined the subsequent job experience of fed-
eral workers who were affected by service con-
tracting. Typically, only between 5 percent and 10
percent of the government workforce whose jobs
are affected by contracting out are involuntarily
separated from the government. The vast majority
of workers either are transferred to other govern-
ment jobs, take a position with the private contrac-
tor, or retire.

On the local level, no systematic multi-city study
examining the issue of job displacement has been
undertaken to our knowledge. We conclude that
this is an area where further research is needed.

2) Public assistance payments made to
affected government workers are very
small relative to the money saved by
contracting out.

Th most comprehensive study of public assist-
ance paymentsincluding welfare benefits and
unemployment insurancemade to workers who
lost their jobs due to service contracting was con-
ducted by the U.S. General Accounting Office
(1983). Based upon surveys of 94 workers who had
become unemployed as a result of contracting out,
total public assistance payments were estimated to
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equal only 0.4 percent of the cost savings from
competitive contracting. These public assistance
payments were so small relative to contract savings
that in most cases they would in no way alter the
government's decision to contract out.

3) The wages paid by private
contractors are somewhat lower than
those paid by the government, with
the wage disparity varying widely
among services.

Although the typical private vendor's total la-
bor costs are significantly lower than that of the
"in-house" government agency, this is not mainly
attributable to the private firm paying lower wages.
Though the evidence on this issue is mixed, most
studies have concluded that private contractors
wages are only slightly lower than public sector
wages. Based on data compiled by the U.S. Gen-
eral Accounting Office, we calculated, for in-
stance, that former federal employees who went to
work for a private contractor suffered an average
salary reduction of about $650.

The most comprehensive study of wages paid by
firms contracting with local governments (Stevens,
1984) rejected the notion that private contractors
ut costs by slashing worker pay. Looking at eight

services routinely contracted by local govern-
ments, the author concluded that while wage dif-
ferences do emerge for certain services, salaries
paid by the private vendor and the municipal
agency were roughly the same. Other studies,
however, have found that for some activities, such
as transit services, private firms pay their workers
substantially less than the government pays its
public operators.

4) Private contractors normally offer
substantially lower fringe benefits to
their workers than does the
government to its workforce.

One of the major ways that the contractor saves
on total labor costs is by offering its workers signif-

antly less generous fringe benefits than the gov-
ernment offers. We found evidence that for all
levels of government the public sector offers more
attractive retirement benefits, sick leave, vacation,
health c6verage, and life insurance. For some ser-

vices examined in the literature, the overall dollar
value of the fringe benefit package was found to
be over twice as high in government than with a
private vendor.

Lower worker fringe benefits appears to be an
important source of savings for the private firm
when competing against the government for ser-
vice contracts.

5) Contracting out is not inherently
harmful to minorities or women.

In percentage terms, minoritie3 and women are
more likely to be affected by service contracts than
white men, but this is solely attributible to the fact
that women and minorities constitute a dispropor-
tionate share of the public workforce relative to
their participation in the overall labor market. A
study by the Joint Center for Political Studies
found that jobs made available by private contrac-
tors were filled by blacks in the same percentage
that these jobs were filled by blacks in the govern-
ment agencies. Blacks were harmed by contracting
only to the extent that private contractors offered
lower pay than did their government employer.

The literature on the impact of contracting on
women is somewhat limited. We looked at the
occupations that women generally fill in govern-
ment and found that a very large percentage are in
white collar jobs. To the extent that white collar
jobs are less likely to be candidates for contracting
out than blue collar jobs, women may be less ad-
versely affected by contracting out than are men.

6) When secondary labor market
effects are fully accounted for,
contracting out may have a slightly
positive impact on the overall number
of jobs available in the economy.

Economic theory suggests that the cost savings
from contracting out will be used to create jobs
elsewhere in the economy. The secondary labor
market effect could be substantial, depending
upon the amount of cost savings and how the gov-
ernment filters these savings back into the
economy.

Unfortunately, we were able to uncover only one
study that examined these secondary labor market
effects. This study (Charles Rivers Associates,
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1986) examined transit contracting It found that if
the municipalities contracting out transit opera-
tions used the 20 percent to 30 percent savings
that typically arise from competitive contracting to
provide additional transit services, then overall
employment in this industry would rise by be-
tween 1 percent and 6 percent of the number of
affected positions. If all of the savings were passed
back to the taxpayers, the number of jobs lost in
the transit field would just about equal the number
of jobs created in other industries.

Interviews With Local Officials
Our interviews with local officials from seven-

teen cities and counties generally confirmed these
conclusions. We interviewed city managers,
budget officers, and directors of personnel. Our
conclusions based upon these interviews are as
follows:

Detailed Statistics Lacking
In general these cities have not Is ept detailed

statistics on the subsequent labor market experi-
ence of government workers affected by service
contracts. However, various departments in some
of the cities were able to supply rough data on the
number and percentage of lay-offs brought about
because of a service contract. We were able to
obtain from these seventeen cities and counties
estimates of lay-offs for 22 service contracts that
had affected at least 10 workers.

Worker Lay-offs Rare
Our finding is that lay-offs resulting from these

ontracts were extremely rare. In the majority of

cases all of the government employees were either
transferred to another government agency, placed
in a job with the private vendor, or took early re-
tirement. In only a few of these 22 cases for which
we found data were more than 10 percent of the
affected workers laid off.

Few Cities Have Formal Employment
Policies
II Only 3 of the seventeen cities and counties
surveyed had developed formal employment poli-
cies for contracting out services. These were Los
Angeles County, Phoenix, Arizona, and Newark,
New Jersey. Officials from all of the other cities
indicated that they establish contracting out em-
ployment policy on an ad hoc basis. Many of the
local officials expressed a reluctance to establish-
ing an employment policy to cover all new con-
tracts out of fear that this would build an unde-
sirable degree of rigidity into the contracting
process.

Additional Research Needed
111 We feel that by conducting additional inter-
views with government officials, private vendors,
union officials, and affected workers it would be
possible to construct a more complete picture of
the employment consequences of contracting out.
A more thorough investigation of the employment
treatment strategies would also provide a reliable
guide for government officials attempting to deal
with the principal obstacle to contracting out at all
levels of government: worker resistance.
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